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Abstract—We consider Quantized Tensor Robust Principal
Component Analysis (Q-TRPCA), which aims to recover a
low-rank tensor and a sparse tensor from noisy, quantized,
and sparsely corrupted measurements. A nonconvex constrained
maximum likelihood (ML) estimation method is proposed for Q-
TRPCA. We provide an upper bound on the Frobenius norm
of tensor estimation error under this method. Making use
of tools in information theory, we derive a theoretical lower
bound on the best achievable estimation error from unquantized
measurements. Compared with the lower bound, the upper bound
on the estimation error is nearly order-optimal. We further
develop an efficient convex ML estimation scheme for Q-TRPCA
based on the tensor nuclear norm (TNN) constraint. This method
is more robust to sparse noises than the latter nonconvex ML
estimation approach. Conducting experiments on both synthetic
data and real-world data, we show the effectiveness of the
proposed methods.

Index Terms—Low-tubal-rank tensor, multi-level quantization,
maximum likelihood estimation, proximal algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

PRINCIPAL component analysis (PCA) is an important
and classical data analysis approach, which aims to re-

duce the dimensionality of a high-dimensional data set. It has
been widely utilized in various applications, such as chemo-
metrics, hyperspectral image recovery, computer vision, and
more. However, a major issue of PCA is that it has difficulty
handling large noises and severe outliers that are ubiquitous
in actual data. To overcome this shortcoming, robust PCA
(RPCA) [1] has been proposed. Consider an observed matrix
X ∈ Rn1×n2 , which can be decomposed as X = L0 + C0,
where L0 is a low-rank matrix and C0 is a sparse matrix.
RPCA aims to recover L0 and C0 from the observation X .
This method has been well studied and successfully applied to
many fields, including foreground-background separation [1],
video compressive sensing [2], latent semantic indexing [3],
ultrasound imaging [4], and more.

Practical datasets typically consist of quantized measure-
ments where quantization with a small number of bits allows
to efficiently compress large-scale data to alleviate challenges
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in terms of data storage and transfer. Furthermore, quantization
combined with noise can effectively enhance data privacy
[5]–[7]. Suppose that we are given quantized measurements
Y = Q(L0 +C0), where L0 denotes a low-rank matrix, C0

is a sparse matrix, and Q is a K-level quantization operator
which applies componentwise on L0 +C0. When K is large,
one could treat quantization error simply as bounded noise
and use methods for RPCA. When K is small, this approach
is not satisfactory. In fact, the recovery problem is often ill-
posed in this case [8] since low-level quantization loses a lot of
the information on the entries. To make the recovery problem
well-posed, quantized RPCA (Q-RPCA) has been considered
[7], [9], which adds random dithers prior to quantization so
that Y = Q(L0 + C0 + N) where N is a dither matrix
consisting of i.i.d. random entries generated from a known
distribution. Q-RPCA aims to recover the low-rank matrix L0

and the sparse matrix C0 from Y under certain conditions.
Note that the dithers are unknown in the recovery process and
we only know the distribution generating them.

The problem of Q-RPCA falls within recent research on
low-rank matrix recovery from quantized measurements [7]–
[17]. The common feature of the existing recovery methods
is to relate the quantized measurements with the underlying
needed-to-be recovered low-rank matrix L0 with a probabilis-
tic model and estimate L0 by solving a constrained maximum
likelihood (ML) optimization problem. However, most of
the existing works focus on matrix completion that recovers
the underlying needed-to-be recovered low-rank matrix from
incomplete quantized observations, which significantly differs
from Q-RPCA in both the observation model and recovery
task. To solve Q-RPCA, Lan et al. [9] proposed an ML
optimization problem with a nuclear norm constraint as a low-
rankness promotion and an l1-norm constraint as a sparsity
promotion, which can be addressed by a multi-convex algo-
rithm. Gao et al. [7] considered an ML optimization problem
with tighter constraints, i.e., a bounded rank constraint for
the low-rank component and a constraint on the number of
nonzero entries for the sparse component. They also provided
an algorithm based on matrix factorization to solve their
program problem.

One major drawback of Q-RPCA is that it can only ef-
fectively handle two-order (matrix) data. However, in many
cases such as color image processing [18], hyperspectral
image recovery [19], video processing [20], and context-aware
recommendation systems [21], the data is multi-dimensional.
Such multi-dimensional arrays are known as tensors [22]. For
example, a color image is a three-order tensor with column,
row, and color modes; greyscale video data can be represented
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as {rows of a frame × columns of a frame × different frames}.
To use Q-RPCA for a tensor, one has to first transform the
multi-dimensional array into matrix form. Such preprocessing
destroys the intrinsic tensor structure of multi-dimensional
data. For instance, if each frame of a video is vectorized to
construct a matrix, the spatial correlation will no longer be
preserved. To alleviate this issue, it is natural to extend the
framework of Q-RPCA to directly handle tensors.

The tensor extension of existing methods for RPCA is not
easy. The main issue is that the tensor rank is not well defined.
There are several tensor rank definitions and corresponding
convex relaxation functions, but each has its limitation. For
example, the CANDECOMP/PARAFAC (CP) rank [22] is
defined by the smallest number of rank-one tensors in the CP
decomposition. However, the calculation of CP rank is gener-
ally an NP-hard problem. There are several convex relaxation
functions for the CP rank such as nuclear norm (see e.g. [23]
and [24]) and atomic M-norm [25]. However, calculating the
nuclear norm of a tensor is still NP-hard [26], and how to
design a polynomial-time method for the atomic M-norm con-
strained optimization problem is also not clear [25]. Another
example is the tractable Tucker rank [27], which is defined
as ranktc(Z) = {rank(Z(1)), rank(Z(2)), · · · , rank(Z(l))},
where Z(i) is the mode-i matricization of Z . However, the
Tucker rank cannot appropriately capture the global correlation
of a tensor. The main reason is that only a single mode
represents the matrix row in Z(i) which is an unbalanced
matricization scheme [28]. In addition, as a common convex
surrogate of the Tucker rank, the Sum of Nuclear Norms
(SNN) [29] is not the tightest convex relaxation.

Recently, a new tensor decomposition scheme, tensor Sin-
gular Value Decomposition (t-SVD), was proposed [30]. The
t-SVD enjoys several similar properties to the matrix SVD.
Following in this vein, the tubal rank [31] and its convex
surrogate, tensor nuclear norm [32], [33], were proposed
to characterize the inherent structure of tensor data. Many
tensor data arising in applications have been shown to have
(approximately) low-tubal-rank structures [20], [34], [35].
Furthermore, Lu et al. [34] defined the tensor average rank
and proved that a tensor always has a low average rank if
it has a low tubal rank or a low CP rank. They also define a
new tensor nuclear norm and show that it is a convex envelope
of the tensor average rank within the unit ball of the tensor
spectral norm. Therefore, t-SVD overcomes the limitations of
other decomposition methods to some extent. Consequently,
tensor robust PCA (TRPCA) has been considered under the
framework of t-SVD as an extension of RPCA to tensor data
[34].

We consider quantized tensor robust PCA (Q-TRPCA)
under the framework of t-SVD in this paper. As an extension
of Q-RPCA, Q-TRPCA aims to recover a low-rank tensor
from noisy, quantized, and erroneous measurements. More
specifically, consider an underlying tensor X ∈ Rn1×n2×n3

which can be decomposed as X = L0 + C0 where L0 has a
low tubal rank and C0 is sparse. Suppose that we are given
Y = Q(L0+C0+N ), where N is a random dither tensor that
consists of i.i.d. entries generated from a known cumulative
distribution function g(·), and Q(·) is a K-level quantization

operator that applies componentwise on L0+C0+N . Our goal
is to recover the low-tubal-rank tensor L0 and the sparse tensor
C0 from observations Y given g(·) and Q(·). In this paper,
we formally analyze this problem and find the estimates of
L0 and C0 by maximizing log-likelihood estimation functions
given observations Y . The main contributions of this paper
are as follows.

• We propose a nonconvex ML optimization problem for
Q-TRPCA, followed by a theoretical analysis of the error
between the underlying needed-to-be recovered tensor
and the estimate obtained by solving the proposed prob-
lem. We also derive a theoretical lower bound on the best
achievable estimation error from unquantized measure-
ments. Compared with the lower bound, the estimation
error by solving the problem is nearly order-optimal.

• We suggest a convex surrogate for the proposed non-
convex problem, which is more robust to sparse noises.
Solving this convex optimization problem usually obtains
better performance in practice.

• Experiments on synthetic and real-world data show the
validity of the proposed methods. In particular, we apply
our methods to color image and multispectral image
recovery from highly quantized and sparsely corrupted
observations, which highlights the practical aspects of our
schemes.

As for the problem of low-rank plus sparse tensor esti-
mation without quantization, several recent papers have pro-
vided strong theoretical results. For example, Zhang et al.
[36] developed comprehensive results on both the statistical
and computational limits for the problem of extracting the
underlying Tucker low-rank structure from the noisy tensor
observations, exhibiting three distinct phases according to
the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR); Cai et al. [37] proposed a
fast algorithm for the problem by integrating the Riemannian
gradient descent and a novel gradient pruning procedure which
is shown to converge linearly under suitable conditions; Han
et al. [38] described a flexible framework for generalized low-
rank tensor estimation problems that includes sub-Gaussian
tensor PCA, tensor regression, and Poisson and binomial
tensor PCA and proposed an algorithm achieving the minimax
optimal rate of convergence in estimation error. As for the
case with quantization, Aidini et al. [39] solved the problem
through matricization in each mode of the tensor and then
utilize methods for Q-RPCA (thus we name the procedure
T2M-QRPCA for abbreviation). The recovered tensor is then
constructed as the weighted sum of the recovered unfolded
matrices. In our work, on the other hand, we recover the
underlying low-rank tensor under t-SVD so that the spatial
correlation of tensor data is better maintained. Q-TRPCA also
relates to several lines of existing works on recovering a
low-rank tensor from quantized and incomplete measurements
[40]–[43], [45]. Refs. [40]–[43] provide recovery guarantees
when the measurements are binary and incomplete. Ref. [45]
considers the problem of low-rank tensor estimation from
possibly incomplete, ordinal-valued observations. These works
do not consider measurements corrupted by sparse noises,
which significantly differs from the problem formulation of
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Q-TRPCA.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section

II clarifies some notations and provides an overview of the
tensor algebra framework under t-SVD. Section III reviews
results for matrix quantized RPCA and introduces the problem
formulations we are interested in. In Section IV, we propose
two recovery schemes and derive corresponding theoretical
guarantees. Section V introduces specific algorithms and Sec-
tion VI presents numerical experiments based on synthetic and
real-world data. Finally, we conclude the paper in Section VII.
In Appendix A, we prove our main theoretical results for the
proposed recovery schemes.

II. OVERVIEW OF TENSORS ALGEBRAIC FRAMEWORK

A. Notations

We begin with some basic notations used throughout the
paper. Scalars are denoted with lowercase letters, e.g., a,
vectors with boldface lowercase letters, e.g., a, matrices with
boldface capital letters, e.g., A, and tensors with boldface
Euler script letters, e.g., A. The fields of real numbers and
complex numbers are denoted as R and C, respectively. For
a finite set A, |A| is the number of elements. Let [n] :=
{1, 2, · · · , n} be the set consisting of the nonzero integers not
greater than n. For a three-order tensor A ∈ Cn1×n2×n3 , we
write its (i, j, k)-th entry as Aijk and use Matlab notations
A(i, :, :), A(:, i, :), and A(:, :, i) to denote respectively the i-
th horizontal, lateral, and frontal slice. The i-th frontal slice
is also written as A(i) for simplicity. The tubes of A are
denoted as A(i, j, :). The inner product between matrices
A,B ∈ Cn1×n2 is defined as 〈A,B〉 = Tr(A∗B), where A∗

is the conjugate transpose of A and Tr(·) is the matrix trace.
The inner product between tensors A and B of the same size is
defined as 〈A,B〉F =

∑
k〈A(k),B(k)〉F =

∑
i,j,kAijkBijk.

Suppose that g(m) and h(m) are functions of m; h(m) is on
the order Θ(g(m)) means that c2 · g(m) ≤ h(m) ≤ c1 · g(m)
holds for some positive constants c1 and c2 as m goes to
infinity. We say that h(m) is on the order O(g(m)) when
h(m) ≤ c1 · g(m) holds for some positive constant c1 as
m goes to infinity. We introduce the operator vec(A) as the
vectorization of the tensor A. For simplicity, we always set
n(1) = max{n1, n2} and n(2) = min{n1, n2}.

We denote the infinity norm as ‖A‖∞ = maxijk |Aijk| and
the Frobenius norm as ‖A‖F =

√∑
ijk |Aijk|2, respectively.

The above norms reduce to the vector or the matrix norms if A
is a vector or a matrix. Following the notations in compressed
sensing, with some abuse, we set ‖A‖0 =

∑
ijk 1{Aijk 6=0} to

denote the number of nonzero entries in A, where 1[ε] is the
indicator function for the event ε, i.e., 1{ε} is 1 if ε occurs and
0 otherwise. We also set ‖A‖1 =

∑
ijk |Aijk|. For a matrix

A ∈ Cn1×n2 , the spectral norm is ‖A‖ = maxi σi(A), where
σi(A)’s are the singular values of A. The matrix nuclear norm
of A is defined as ‖A‖∗ =

∑
i σi(A).

For a three-order tensor A ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 , we denote Ā ∈
Cn1×n2×n3 as the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) along the

third dimension of A, i.e., performing the DFT on all tubes
of A. We also define the block diagonal matrix

Ā := bdiag(A) =


Ā(1)

Ā(2)

. . .
Ā(n3)

 (1)

whose i-th block on the diagonal is the i-th frontal slice
of Ā. Here bdiag(·) is a map transforming a tensor into a
block diagonal matrix according to frontal slices. We define
bcirc(A) ∈ Rn1n3×n2n3 as the block circulant matrix of
A ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 , i.e.,

bcirc(A) =


A(1) A(n3) · · · A(2)

A(2) A(1) · · · A(3)

...
...

. . .
...

A(n3) A(n3−1) · · · A(1)

 . (2)

Two operators, unfold(·) and fold(·), are introduced as follows

unfold(A) =


A(1)

A(2)

...
A(n3)

 , fold(unfold(A)) = A.

B. T-poduct and T-SVD

Next, we introduce background results in the framework of
t-SVD. We first recall the definition of tensor-tensor product
(t-product) between two three-order tensors.

Definition 1 (t-product, [30]). For two tensors A ∈
Rn1×n2×n3 and B ∈ Rn2×l×n3 , the t-product between A and
B denoted as A ∗ B is defined to be an n1 × l × n3 tensor
A ∗B = fold(bcirc(A) · unfold(B)).

We also need a few more definitions before introducing the
t-SVD.

Definition 2 (See [30]). We introduce the following definitions.
(i) For a tensor A ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 , its transpose AT is an

n2×n1×n3 tensor obtained by transposing each of the frontal
slices and then reversing the order of the transposed frontal
slices 2 through n3;

(ii) The identity tensor I ∈ Rn×n×n3 denotes the tensor
whose first frontal slice is the n×n identity matrix, and other
frontal slices are all zero entries;

(iii) Tensor Q ∈ Rn×n×n3 is orthogonal if it satisfies QT ∗
Q = Q ∗QT = I;

(iv) A tensor is called F-diagonal if each of its frontal slices
is a diagonal matrix.

Based on these definitions, the t-SVD is defined as follows.

Proposition 1 (t-SVD, [30]). Any three-order tensor A ∈
Rn1×n2×n3 can be factorized as A = U ∗S ∗VT , where U ∈
Rn1×n1×n3 , V ∈ Rn2×n2×n3 are both orthogonal tensors,
and S is an F-diagonal tensor. The first frontal slice S(:, :, 1)
of S satisfies S111 ≥ S221 ≥ · · · ≥ Sn(2)n(2)1.

Under the framework of t-SVD, tensor tubal rank is defined
which plays a similar role to matrix rank.
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Definition 3 (Tubal rank, [31]). The tensor tubal rank of A ∈
Rn1×n2×n3 , denoted as rankt(A), is defined as the number
of nonzero singular tubes of S, where S is from the t-SVD of
A = U ∗ S ∗ VT . Due to the property of the DFT, we have

rankt(A) = #{i : S(i, i, :) 6= 0} = #{i : Sii1 6= 0}.

Proposition 2 (See [46]). Any tensor A ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 with
rankt(A) = r can be written in a t-product form A = F ∗H,
where F ∈ Rn1×r×n3 and H ∈ Rr×n2×n3 are two tensors of
smaller size and satisfy rankt(F) = rankt(H) = r.

The spectral norm and nuclear norm of three-order tensors
under the framework of t-SVD are defined as follows.

Definition 4 (Tensor spectral norm, [34]). The tensor spectral
norm of A ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 , denoted as ‖A‖, is defined as
‖A‖ := ‖bcirc(A)‖ = sup‖V‖F≤1 ‖bcirc(A) ·unfold(V)‖F ,
where V ∈ Rn2×1×n3 .

Definition 5 (Tensor nuclear norm (TNN), [34]). Let A =
U ∗S ∗VT be the t-SVD of A ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 . The entries on
the diagonal of S(:, :, 1) are called the singular values of A.
Thus the tensor nuclear norm of A is denoted as ‖A‖∗ :=∑r
i=1 Sii1 with r = rankt(A).

TNN and tensor Frobenius norm under t-SVD have the
following properties:

Proposition 3 (See [34]). For A ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 , we have

(i) ‖A‖∗ is the dual norm of ‖A‖;

(ii) ‖A‖∗ =
1

n3
‖Ā‖∗ =

1

n3
‖bcirc(A)‖∗;

(iii) ‖A‖F =
1
√
n3
‖Ā‖F =

1
√
n3
‖bcirc(A)‖F .

III. QUANTIZED ROBUST PCA

This section begins with reviewing quantized robust PCA
for matrices and then introduces the problem formulation
considered in this paper.

A. Quantized Robust PCA

Let Q(·) be a K-level quantization operator with quanti-
zation boundaries ω0 ≤ ω1 ≤ · · · < ωK , which is defined
by

Q(x) = l if ωl−1 < x ≤ ωl, ∀l ∈ [K]. (3)

In the Q-RPCA problem, measurements are in the form of

Yij = Q(L̃ij + C̃ij +Nij), ∀(i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2], (4)

where L̃ = (L̃ij) ∈ Rn1×n2 denotes the actual data matrix
whose rank does not exceed r, C̃ = (C̃ij) ∈ Rn1×n2 is
a sparse matrix that has at most s nonzero entries, N =
(Nij) ∈ Rn1×n2 is the dither matrix that consists of i.i.d.
entries generated from a cumulative distribution function g(·),
and Q(·) is a K-level quantization operator.

Define X̃ := L̃+ C̃ and the following probability function

fl(x) := g(ωl − x)− g(ωl−1 − x), (5)

for each l = 0, 1, · · · ,K. Then (4) implies that

Yij = l with probability fl(X̃ij), ∀(i, j) ∈ [n1]× [n2],

where
∑K
l=1 fl(X̃ij) = 1. Using the maximum log-likelihood

estimation criterion, Lan et al. [9] proposed the following
objective in order to recover L̃ and C̃:

(L̂, Ĉ) = arg min
L,C
−

n1∑
i=1

n2∑
j=1

K∑
l=1

1{Yij=l} log(fl(Lij + Cij))

s.t. ‖L‖∗ ≤ λ and ‖C‖1 ≤ µ,
(6)

where the nuclear norm constraint ‖L‖∗ ≤ λ promotes the
low-rankness of L and ‖C‖1 ≤ µ corresponds to an `1-
norm constraint on the vectorized version of C that promotes
sparsity among all its entries. A block-coordinate descent
(BCD) based algorithm was proposed in [9] to solve (6), which
we name Q-RPCA(BCD) for abbreviation.

Ref. [9] did not provide theoretical analysis for their
method. Gao et al. [7] consider a nonconvex problem

(L̂, Ĉ) = arg min
L,C
−

n1∑
i=1

n2∑
j=1

K∑
l=1

1{Yij=l} log(fl(Lij + Cij))

s.t. (L,C) ∈ Sr,s,
(7)

where Sr,s is defined as

Sr,s :=
{

(L,C) : L,C ∈ Rn1×n2 , ‖L‖∞ ≤ α, ‖C‖∞ ≤ α,
rank(L) ≤ r, ‖C‖0 ≤ s} .

Note that the assumptions ‖L‖∞ ≤ α, ‖C‖∞ ≤ α in Sr,s
are used to facilitate the establishment of recovery guarantees.
In RPCA, the incoherence assumption is used to impose that
the low-rank component L is not sparse. The assumptions
‖L‖∞ ≤ α, ‖C‖∞ ≤ α are less stringent than the incoherence
assumption [12], which help make the recovery of L̃ and
C̃ well-posed by preventing excessive “spikiness” of the
matrices. We refer the reader to [8], [12], [14]–[16], [47] for
further details. In addition, some assumptions on fl in (7) are
needed for the recovery to facilitate analysis. Gao et al. define
constants γα and Lα as

γα = min
l∈[K]

inf
|x|≤2α

{
ḟ2
l (x)

f2
l (x)

− f̈l(x)

fl(x)

}
, (8)

Lα = max
l∈[K]

sup
|x|≤2α

{
|ḟl(x)|/fl(x)

}
, (9)

where ḟl(x) and f̈l(x) denote the first and second order
derivatives of fl with respect to x. Note that the values of
γα and Lα rely on α, g, and ωi’s (i ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,K}) but
are independent of n1, n2, and n3. It is known that fl(x) is
log-concave if and only if (ḟl(x))2 ≥ f̈l(x)ḟl(x) [52]. Thus
γα ≥ 0 for log-concave fl and γα > 0 for strictly log-concave
fl. In particular, when random noises are generated from the
logistic distribution g(x) := Φlog(

x
σ ) = 1/(1+e−x/σ) and the

Gaussian distribution g(x) := Φnorm( xσ ), one can check that
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fl’s are strictly log-concave, and thus γα > 0. For the logistic
distribution, it turns out that Lα = 1/(2σβασ) [12] where

βασ := min
l∈[K]

inf
|x|≤α

{
Φlog(

ωl − x
σ

)− Φlog(
ωl−1 − x

σ
)

}
.

For the Gaussian distribution, Lα =
√

2/(
√
πσβ′ασ) [12]

where

β′ασ := min
l∈[K]

inf
|x|≤α

{
Φnorm(

ωl − x
σ

)− Φnorm(
ωl−1 − x

σ
)

}
.

With assumptions (8) and (9), for strictly log-concave fl’s,
Gao et al. [7] proved that

‖(L̂+ Ĉ)− (L̃+ C̃)‖F√
n1n2

≤ min

(
2α

(
1 +

√
2s

n1n2

)
, U ′α

)
,

(10)

where

U ′α = max

8.04Lα
√

2r

γα
√
n(2)

, 4

√
2.01αLα

√
rn(1)s+ αLαs

γαn1n2


and furthermore

‖L̂− L̃‖F√
n1n2

≤ min

(
2α

(
1 + 2

√
2s

n1n2

)
, U ′α + 2α

√
2s

n1n2

)
(11)

with a high probability. As long as s is at most Θ(n(1)), the
above results imply that

‖(L̂+ Ĉ)− (L̃+ C̃)‖F /
√
n1n2 ≤ O

(√
2r/n(2)

)
(12)

and

‖L̂− L̃‖F /
√
n1n2 ≤ O

(√
2r/n(2)

)
. (13)

Gao et al. also showed that the minimum possible recovery
error from unquantized noisy measurements Y = L+C+N
is at least on the order of O(

√
r/n(2)). In that sense, the

estimate obtained by solving (7) is order-optimal when s is at
most Θ(n(1)). A proximal alternating linearized minimization
(PALM) algorithm for (7) is also proposed in [7]. Since this
algorithm is based on matrix factorization (MF), we name it
MF-QRPCA for abbreviation.

B. Problem Formulation

In the Q-TRPCA problem, measurements are in the form
of

Yijk = Q(L̃ijk + C̃ijk +Nijk) (14)

for ∀(i, j, k) ∈ [n1]×[n2]×[n3], where Q(·) is a K-level quan-
tization operator defined by (3), L̃ = (Lijk) ∈ Rn1×n2×n3

is the actual tensor whose tubal rank does not exceed r,
C̃ = (C̃ijk) ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 is a sparse tensor that has at
most s nonzero entries, and N = (Nijk) ∈ Rn1×n2×n3

denotes the dither tensor that has i.i.d. entries generated from
a cumulative distribution function g(·). For similar reasons to
Q-RPCA, we assume ‖L̃‖∞ ≤ α and ‖C̃‖∞ ≤ α for some
constant α > 0 to prevent excessive “spikiness” of the tensors.
Similar techniques have been used in [41], [42], [45] when

establishing the theoretical guarantees for tensor completion
from quantized and partial measurements. Define X̃ = L̃+ C̃
and recall the definition (5). We have that

Yijk = l with probability fl(X̃ijk),

where
∑K
l=1 fl(X̃ijk) = 1 for ∀(i, j, k) ∈ [n1] × [n2] × [n3].

The problems we consider are now stated as follows.
(P1) Given the quantized observations Y obtained via (14),

noise distribution function g(·), and quantization boundaries
{ω0, · · · , ωK}, how well can we recover the true tensor L̃
and the sparse component C̃?

(P1) is a natural extension of the Q-RPCA problem to ten-
sors. We hope to improve recovery performance by moderately
adjusting the measurement model (14) without increasing the
quantization level. To this end, we introduce independent-
ly repeated dithers in the measurement model (14). More
specifically, for each t ∈ [W ], measurement Ytijk is obtained
by adding independent dither N t

ijk to L̃ijk + C̃ijk and then
applying quantization using operator Q(·) defined in (3), i.e.,

Ytijk = Q(L̃ijk + C̃ijk +N t
ijk) (15)

for ∀(i, j, k) ∈ [n1]× [n2]× [n3] and ∀t ∈ [W ]. Recalling the
definition (5), for ∀t ∈ [W ] and ∀(i, j, k) ∈ [n1]× [n2]× [n3],
we also have

Ytijk = l with probability fl(X̃ijk).

We note that the measurement model (14) is a special case of
(15) when W = 1. For observations (15), a more generalized
problem of Q-TRPCA is stated as below.

(P2) Given the quantized observations [Y1,Y2, · · · ,YW ]
obtained via (15), noise distribution g(·), and quantization
function Q(·) with quantization boundaries {ω0, · · · , ωK},
how well can we recover the true tensor L̃ and the sparse
component C̃? How does the recovery error change with the
increase in the value of W ?

(P2) will be addressed in the next section. Setting W = 1
in (P2) trivially implies (P1).

IV. MAIN THEORETICAL RESULTS

We now state our main results. First, using a constrained
maximum log-likelihood approach, we propose two optimiza-
tion methods to recover the low-rank component and the sparse
component from observations (15). After that, theoretical
guarantees for both methods are provided.

A. Optimization Methods

Consider the negative log-likelihood function

FY (X ) = −
∑
i,j,k

W∑
t=1

K∑
l=1

1{Yt
ijk=l} log(fl(Xijk)), (16)

where Y := [Y1, · · · ,YW ]. Our first claim is that the
estimates of (L̃, C̃) can be obtained from (15) by solving the
following objective

(L#,C#) = arg min
L,C

FY (L + C) s.t. (L,C) ∈ Kr,s, (17)
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where the feasible set Kr,s is defined as

Kr,s :=
{

(L,C) : L,C ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 , ‖L‖∞ ≤ α,
‖C‖∞ ≤ α, rankt(L) ≤ r, ‖C‖0 ≤ s} .

(18)

In Section IV-B, we will analyze the recovery accuracy of the
global minimizer of (17). Moreover, we give a lower bound
on the best achievable recovery error from unquantized noisy
measurements, which does not depend on specific recovery
algorithms. We will see that the lower bound is nearly in the
same order as the theoretical recovery accuracy obtained by
solving (17). This means that the performance of the global
minimizer of (17) is nearly order-wise optimal. In this sense,
the problem (17) is important for our theoretical analysis.
Though the function (16) is convex in X since fl(x) is
log-concave according to our assumptions, the optimization
problem (17) is nonconvex due to the nonconvexity of Kr,s. In
principle, it can be solved by searching over all critical points
whether the objective function reaches the minimum. A critical
point is a value in the domain where all partial derivatives
are zero. But, clearly this approach is not efficient. For this
reason, we next propose a convex programming problem to
approximate (L̃, C̃). Consider any tensors (L,C) ∈ Kr,s. Note
that applying Proposition 3 implies that

‖L‖∗ =
1

n3
‖L̄‖∗ ≤

1

n3

√
rn3‖L̄‖F =

√
r‖L‖F

≤
√
rn1n2n3‖L‖∞ ≤ α

√
rn1n2n3.

(19)

Note also that ‖C‖0 ≤ s and ‖C‖∞ ≤ α implies ‖C‖1 ≤ αs.
Thus, we have (L,C) ∈ K∗r,s, where

K∗r,s :=
{

(L,C) : L,C ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 , ‖L‖∞ ≤ α,
‖C‖∞ ≤ α, ‖L‖∗ ≤ α

√
rn1n2n3, ‖C‖1 ≤ αs} .

(20)

Considering K∗r,s as the feasible set, we propose the following
optimization objective

(L∗,C∗) = arg min
L,C

FY (L + C) s.t. (L,C) ∈ K∗r,s. (21)

Problem (21) is respectively convex in L and C when the other
one is fixed. We also analyze the recovery accuracy of the
global minimizer of (21) in Section IV-B. Intuitively, solving
(21) will not obtain better theoretical recovery accuracy than
solving (17) since a weaker assumption on the low-rankness
has been chosen. However, this method is more robust to
sparse noises as we show in Section VI.

When n3 = 1 and W = 1, our optimization method (17)
reduces to (7). Thus (7) is also guaranteed by our theoretical
results and (17) can be regarded as a tensor extension of (7).
Note that the optimization method (21) does not reduce to (6)
when n3 = 1 and W = 1 since we add entry-wise infinity
norm constraints for a well-posed theoretical analysis. The
entry-wise infinity norm constraints usually do not change
much in practice [7], [8], [16].

B. Theoretical Recovery Guarantee of the Proposed Methods

With assumptions (8) and (9), we have the following
theoretical guarantee on the recovery accuracy of the global
minimizer of (17).

Theorem 1. Suppose that (L̃, C̃) ∈ Kr,s, fl(x) defined by
(5) is strictly log-concave in x for any l ∈ [K], and the
observations Y = [Y1, · · · ,YW ] are generated as in (15).
Then with probability at least 1 − 1/((n1 + n2)n3), for any
global minimizer (L#,C#) of (17), it holds that

‖X# − X̃‖F√
n1n2n3

≤ min

{
2α

(
1 +

√
2s

n1n2n3

)
, Uα

}
, (22)

where X# = L# + C#, X̃ = L̃ + C̃, and

Uα = max

{
24Lα

√
r log(d)

γα
√
Wn(2)

,

4

√
3αLα

√
2rsn(1) log(d)

γα
√
Wn1n2n3

+
αLαs

γαn1n2n3


with d := (n1+n2)n3. Furthermore, with the same probability,
we have

‖L# − L̃‖F√
n1n2n3

≤ min

{
2α

(
1 + 2

√
2s

n1n2n3

)
, Uα + 2α

√
2s

n1n2n3

}
.

(23)

Theorem 1 establishes the recovery error when the mea-
surements before quantization are sparsely corrupted. As long
as s is at most Θ(n(1)n3), i.e., the number of corrupted
observations per tube of the tensor is bounded, then we have

‖(L# + C#)− (L̃ + C̃)‖F√
n1n2n3

≤ O

(√
r log(d)

Wn(2)

)
, (24)

and

‖L# − L̃‖F√
n1n2n3

≤ O

(√
r log(d)

Wn(2)

)
. (25)

Note that the Frobenius norm of X is on the same order
as
√
n1n2n3. Therefore, by dividing the absolute error by√

n1n2n3, the left-hand side of (22) is on the same order of the
relative error ‖X#−X̃‖F /‖X̃‖F . When the sparse corruption
does not exist, i.e., C = 0, the optimization objective (17)
recovers the underlying tensor from quantized measurements.
If s is higher order than n(1)n3, the recovery error will be
O(
√
s/(n1n2n3)). The recovery error still decreases to zero

as the dimension increases provided s ≤ O((n1n2n3)
1−α

) for
some α > 0. In addition, the recovery error decreases with
the increase of W , which will also be verified by numerical
experiments in Section VI-A. The conclusion is meaningful
since coarse quantization has high running speed and low cost,
which can be executed more times than accurate quantization
to compensate for the loss of information in the quantization
process. We may also consider how the quantization level
K affects the recovery error. Intuitively, the recovery error
decreases when the quantization level K increases, which
is empirically verified by numerical experiments in Section
VI-A. Unfortunately, the error bounds in Theorem 1 do not
capture this property explicitly. As is shown in Theorem 1,
the recovery error decreases when Lα/γα decreases. However,
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the dependence of Lα/γα on K cannot be characterized in a
closed-form expression without giving noise distribution g(x)
and quantization boundaries ωl’s. When the noise follows the
logistic distribution Φlog(

x
σ ) = 1/(1+e−x/σ), Lα/γα is min-

imized when K = 2 [7], which contradicts the experimental
results in Section VI-A. This counter-intuitive result is due to
the artifacts in the proof, which are built upon sufficient but
not necessary conditions to study the worst-case performance.

To illustrate the connection between our work and Q-RPCA,
we can compare Theorem 1 with results in [7]. When n3 = 1
and W = 1, Theorem 1 reduces to a theoretical result for Q-
RPCA. Unfortunately, our results are slightly inferior to that
of [7], and they differ by a factor

√
log(n1 + n2) though it

is far less than √n(2). This is because the tool that [7] used
in their proof to bound the matrix spectral norm cannot be
directly extended in the framework of t-SVD. To conquer this
issue, we use other tools when we bound the tensor spectral
norm.

In order to evaluate the quality of the upper bound on the
recovery error derived in Theorem 1, we will use information-
theoretic methods to obtain a lower bound on the recovery
error of any method for the set Kr,s even when the mea-
surements are not quantized. As we will see in Theorem
2, the lower bound nearly matches the upper bound on the
convergence rate, up to a logarithmic factor in (n1 + n2)n3.
Before introducing Theorem 2, we require a few assumptions.
First, we assume that the random noises are generated from
a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and variances σ2.
Second, we suppose that s is at most Θ(n1n2n3), and n1,
n2, and n3 are sufficiently large. To simplify the presentation,
we quantify this region as

s

n1n2n3
≤ C0 and

r

n(2)
(n1n2n3 − s) ≥ 64, (26)

where C0 > 0 is a constant. These assumptions are mild and
do not contradict the settings of Theorem 1.

Theorem 2. Suppose N t ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 for t ∈ [W ] are noise
tensors containing i.i.d. entries generated from N(0, σ2), and
(26) holds. Let Yt be obtained via Yt = L+ C +N t for all
t ∈ [W ]. Consider any algorithm that, for any (L,C) ∈ Kr,s,
takes Y = [Y1, · · · ,YW ] as the input and returns (L̂, Ĉ) as
an estimate of (L,C). Then there must exist (L,C) ∈ Kr,s
such that with probability at least 3/4, it holds that

‖X̂ −X‖F√
n1n2n3

≥ min

C2,
C1σ√
W

√√√√rn(1)n3 − rb s
n(2)
c − 64

n1n2n3 − n(2)b s
n(2)
c


(27)

for some fixed constants C1 and C2, where X = L + C,

X̂ = L̂ + Ĉ, C1 <
√

1−2C0

256 , and C2 = α
√

(1−2C0)
8 .

Note that if s is no more than Θ(n1n2n3), then (27) implies

‖X̂ −X‖F√
n1n2n3

≥ Θ

(√
r

n(2)W

)
. (28)

This means that for the set Kr,s, even without quantization,
the worst-case minimum possible recovery error from noisy
measurements Yt = L + C + N t is at least on the order of

Θ
(√

r/(n(2)W )
)
, provided s is at most Θ(n1n2n3). From

(24), the recovery error by solving the global minimizer of
(17) is at most Θ

(√
r log(d)/(n(2)W )

)
with d = (n1+n2)n3,

as long as s is at most Θ(n(1)n3). Theorem 2 is algorithm-
independent. Therefore, we conclude that the recovery error
of solving (17) is nearly order-optimal in the sense that it is
almost on the same order as the minimum possible error ob-
tained when the recovery is from unquantized measurements,
up to a logarithm factor in (n1 +n2)n3, provided s is at most
Θ(n(1)n3). This difference may come from the artifacts in our
proof techniques.

Theorem 1 combined with Theorem 2 describes the recovery
performance of solving the optimization problem (17). We
also want to know how the recovery error changes when we
consider problem (21), which will be addressed in Theorem 3.
Before providing the upper bound, we need define a positive
constant Kα such that

Kα ≤ inf
u,v∈R
|u|≤2α
|v|≤2α

(
K∑
l=1

(√
fl(u)−

√
fl(v)

)2

/|u− v|2
)
, (29)

where fl is given by (5). The upper bound of (29) relies on
α, g, and ωi’s (i ∈ {0, 1, · · · ,K}) but is independent of n1,
n2 and n3. The same assumption has also been used in [14].

Theorem 3. Assume that (L̃, C̃) ∈ K∗r,s, X̃ = L̃ + C̃, fl(x)
defined by (5) is strictly log-concave in x for any l ∈ [K], and
the observations Y = [Y1, · · · ,YW ] are generated as in (15).
Let Lα and Kα be defined as in (9) and (29), respectively. Let
(L∗,C∗) be the solution to (21) and X ∗ = L∗ + C∗. Then
with probability at least 1− 1

(n1+n2)n3
, we have

‖X ∗ − X̃‖2F
n1n2n3

≤ 2C0αLα
Kα

(√
r log2(d)

n(2)W
+

s
√

log(d)

n(2)

√
Wn3n(1)

)
,

(30)

where C0 is an absolute constant. Furthermore, with the same
probability, we have

‖L∗ − L̃‖F√
n1n2n3

≤2α

√
2s

n1n2n3

+

√√√√2C0α
Lα
Kα

(√
r log2(d)

n(2)W
+

s
√

log(d)

n(2)

√
Wn3n(1)

)
.

From Theorem 3, we have that

‖(L∗ + C∗)− (L̃ + C̃)‖F√
n1n2n3

≤ O

((
r log2(d)

Wn(2)

)1/4
)
, (31)

and

‖L∗ − L̃‖F√
n1n2n3

≤ O

((
r log2(d)

Wn(2)

)1/4
)
, (32)

as long as s is at most Θ(
√
n1n2n3). If Θ(

√
n1n2n3) ≤ s ≤

Θ(n(2)
√
n(1)n3), both (31) and (32) are upper bounder by

O(( s2 log(d)
Wn(1)n3n2

(2)

)1/4).
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Remark 1. Because fl(x) is assumed to be differentiable, the
Mean Value Theorem indicates that the right-hand side of (29)
is more than

inf
|ξ|≤2α

(
K∑
l=1

(ḟl(ξ))
2

4fl(ξ)

)
where ḟl(x) denotes the first order derivative of fl with respect
to x. Recalling fl(x) ≤ 1, we can define Kα as

Kα :=
1

4

K∑
l=1

(
inf
|ξ|≤2α

(ḟl(ξ))
2

)
(33)

for simplicity. The assumption (33) is well-defined for many
distribution functions such as the logistic distribution g(x) :=
Φlog(

x
σ ) = 1/(1 + e−x/σ) and the Gaussian distribution

g(x) := Φnorm( xσ ).

Next, for the set K∗r,s, we also obtain the lower bound on the
recovery error of any method when the measurements are not
quantized. Without loss of generality, we assume that α ≥ 1
and

α2(rn1n3 − rb
s

n2
c) ≥ C0 (34)

holds for some constant C0 > 0.

Theorem 4. Suppose N t ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 for t ∈ [W ] are noise
tensors containing i.i.d. entries generated from N(0, σ2), and
(34) holds. Let Yt be obtained via Yt = L+ C +N t for all
t ∈ [W ]. Consider any algorithm that, for any (L,C) ∈ K∗r,s,
takes Y = [Y1, · · · ,YW ] as the input and returns (L̂, Ĉ) as
an estimate of (L,C). Then there must exist (L,C) ∈ K∗r,s
such that with probability at least 3/4, it holds that

‖X̂ −X‖2F
n1n2n3

≥ min

C1, C2ασ

√√√√ rn(1)n3 − rb s
n(2)
c

W (n1n2n3 − n(2)b s
n(2)
c)


(35)

for some fixed constants C1 and C2, where X = L + C,
X̂ = L̂ + Ĉ as long as the right-hand slide of (35) exceeds
rα2/n(2).

The requirement that the right-hand slide of (35) exceeds
rα2/n(2) is satisfied provided

r ≤ C3
min {1, σ2}min {n1, n2}

α2

holds for a fixed constant C3. Note that if s is no more than
Θ(n1n2n3), then (35) implies

‖X̂ −X‖F√
n1n2n3

≥ Θ

((
r

n(2)W

) 1
4

)
. (36)

Thus, for the relaxed set K∗r,s, the worst-case minimum possi-
ble recovery error from noisy measurements Yt = L+C+N t

is at least on the order of Θ
(

4
√
r/(n(2)W )

)
, provided s is at

most Θ(n1n2n3). From (30), the recovery error by solving the
global minimizer of (21) is at most Θ

(
4
√
r log(d)2/(n(2)W )

)
with d = (n1 + n2)n3, as long as s is at most Θ(n1n2n3).
Therefore, for the set K∗r,s, we conclude that the recovery error
of solving (21) is nearly order-optimal in the sense that it is

almost on the same order as the minimum possible error given
by (36), up to the half-power of log(d), provided s is at most
Θ(n1n2n3).

The theoretical upper bound on the recovery error in The-
orem 3 decreases more slowly than that in Theorem 1, which
is reasonable since we make a weaker assumption on the low-
rankness of tensors. Moreover, we will see in Section VI-C that
solving (21) usually obtains more robust recovery performance
when the corruption rate is low, as compared with solving
(17). In addition, solving (21) often performs better in practical
applications, as we will see in Section VII.

V. Q-TRPCA ALGORITHMS

We have proposed problems (17) and (21) in Section IV-A
and provided theoretical guarantees on the estimation errors
of the global minimizers of (17) and (21) in Section IV-B. In
this section, we consider algorithms to solve (17) and (21),
respectively.

Since the algorithms proposed in this section are applica-
tions of the PALM method [53], we first review PALM to
make this paper self-contained. PALM aims to solve a broad
class of nonconvex-nonsmooth minimization problems of the
form

min
x,y

Ψ(x,y) := f(x) + g(y) +H(x,y), (37)

over all (x,y) ∈ Rn × Rm, where the functions f : Rn →
(−∞,∞] and g : Rm → (−∞,∞] are proper and lower
semicontinuous functions and H is a smooth function. PALM
can be seen as alternating the steps of the proximal forward-
backward (PFB) scheme to alternately update x and y. It is
well-known that the PFB scheme for minimizing the sum of
a smooth function h and a nonsmooth function σ can simply
be viewed as the proximal regularization of h linearized at a
given point vk [53], i.e.,

vk+1 ∈ arg min
v∈Rn

{
〈v − vk,Oh(vk)〉+

‖v − vk‖22
2τ

+ σ(v)

}
.

(38)

Given x ∈ Rn and τ > 0, the proximal map associated to the
map σ is defined by

proxστ (v) := arg min

{
σ(u) +

1

2τ
‖u− v‖22 : u ∈ Rn

}
,

(39)

that is, combining (38) with (39), one has

vk+1 ∈ proxστ
(
vk − τOh(vk)

)
.

Adopting this scheme on (37) obtains the main updates
of PALM. For each iteration t = 0, 1, · · · , PALM
alternates updating two blocks (x,y) by the follow-
ing steps: (i) fix yt and compute xt+1 via xk+1 ∈
proxfτx (xt − τxOxH(xt,yt)); (ii) fix xt+1 and compute
yt+1 via yk+1 ∈ proxgτy

(
xt − τyOyH(xt+1,yt)

)
. Here

τx and τy are step sizes which are usually selected via a
backtracking line search using Armijo’s rule. Taking τx as
an example, we first fix a parameter β ∈ (0, 1) and start
with τx = 1. Then we continuously update τx by τx = βτx
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until it holds that H(xt − τxOxH(xt,yt),yt) ≤ H(xt) −
τx‖OxH(xt,yt)‖2F /2. PALM has been proven to converge
to critical points of problem (37) in [53]. A critical point is
a value in the domain where all partial derivatives are zero.
Note that the choice of two blocks of variables in (37) is for
the sake of simplicity of exposition. Indeed, the results hold
true for a finite number of block-variables [53].

A. Tensor Factorization based Quantized Robust Principal
Component Analysis

We next consider (17). For any tensor X ∈ Rn1×n2×n3

in the set Kf where Kf := {X = L + C : (L,C) ∈ Kr,s},
Proposition 2 implies that X can been written as

X = L + C = U ∗ V + C,

where U ∈ Rn1×r×n3 , V ∈ Rr×n2×n3 , and C ∈ Rn1×n2×n3

satisfying ‖C‖0 ≤ s. Therefore, (17) can be recast as

(Û , V̂ , Ĉ) = arg min
U ,V,C

FY (U ∗ V + C) +K1(C), (40)

where K1(·) is defined as

K1(C) =

{
0, if ‖C‖0 ≤ s,

+∞, if ‖C‖0 > s,
(41)

to guarantee the sparsity of C. Thus K1(C) is an indicator
function of a semi-algebraic set. We discard the constraints
‖L‖∞ ≤ α and ‖C‖∞ ≤ α to simplify the algorithm. We note
that ignoring these constraints is rather innocuous in practical
cases since the numerical results are not affected much, despite
the key role they played in our theoretical analysis. A similar
treatment has also been used in [7] and [8]. In fact, we can
assume that α is large enough so that no entry can exceed it,
and thus the infinity norm based constraints in (17) are not
necessary for our algorithm.

Our algorithm borrows ideas from [7], which is based on the
following properties of the matrix gradient. Consider matrices
U ∈ Rm×`, V ∈ R`×n, C ∈ Rm×n, and a map µ(X) :
Rm×n → R that applies to X in an element-wise manner,
i.e., µ(X ) =

∑
i,j ψ(Xij) with ψ : R → R a given map.

Then,

OUµ(UV +C) = OXµ(X)V T |X=UV +C ,

OV µ(UV +C) = UTOXµ(X)|X=UV +C ,

OCµ(UV +C) = OXµ(X)|X=UV +C ,

(42)

and

[OXµ(X)]ij = ψ̇(Xij), (43)

where OMµ(M)|M=T denotes the value of OMµ(M) when
M = T . To generalize the idea of [7] to the tensor case, we
have to extend the above properties to tensors under the frame-
work of t-SVD. Suppose U ∈ Rn1×r×n3 , V ∈ Rr×n2×n3 ,
and C ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 . Let µ : Rn1×n2×n3 → R be a
map that applies to tensors in an element-wise manner, i.e.,
µ(X ) =

∑
i,j,k ψ(Xijk) with ψ : R→ R being a given map.

Thus, with a slight abuse of notation, we can regard µ as a
map from Rn1n3×n2 to R and rewrite µ(X ) as µ(unfold(X )).

Note that unfold(U ∗ V) = bcirc(U)unfold(V). Thus we
have

unfold(OVµ(U ∗ V + C))

= Ounfold(V)µ(bcirc(U)unfold(V) + unfold(C))

= bcirc(U)TOXµ(X)|X=unfold(U∗V)+unfold(C)

= bcirc(U)Tunfold(OXµ(X )|X=U∗V+C),

which implies that

OVµ(U ∗ V + C) = UT ∗ OXµ(X )|X=U∗V+C. (44)

Taking the tensor transpose and following similar steps, we
obtain

OUµ(U ∗ V + C) = OXµ(X ) ∗ VT |X=U∗V+C. (45)

In addition, it is obvious that

OCµ(U ∗ V + C) = OXµ(X )|X=U∗V+C. (46)

We can check that FY (X ) is in the form of
∑
i,j,k ψ(Xijk)

where ψ(Xijk) := −
∑W
t=1

∑S
l=1 1{Yt

ijk=l} log(fl(Xijk))
with fl given by (5). Therefore, setting µ := FY in (44),
(45), and (46) implies

OVFY (U ∗ V + C) = UT ∗ OXFY (X )|X=U∗V+C, (47)

OUFY (U ∗ V + C) = OXFY (X ) ∗ VT |X=U∗V+C, (48)

and

OCFY (U ∗ V + C) = OXFY (X )|X=U∗V+C, (49)

where

[OXFY (X )]ijk = −
W∑
t=1

ḟYt
ijk

(Xijk)

fYt
ijk

(Xijk)

with fl given by (5) and ḟl denoting the first order derivative
of fl as defined in (9). K1(C) in (40) can be achieved by
maintaining the largest s entries in the magnitude and setting
others to be zero according to Proposition 4 in [53]. Using
the framework of PALM, we propose Algorithm 1 to solve
(40). Since Algorithm 1 is based on tensor factorization, we
name it TF-QRPCA for simplicity. When n3 = 1, TF-QRPCA
reduces to MF-QRPCA in [7].

Algorithm 1 highly depends on the estimation of the tubal
rank r. We leverage the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) to
choose the tubal rank that minimizes AIC. More specifically,
we select r by solving the following problem

r̂ = arg min
r∈N+

AIC(r) = arg min
r∈N+

{2FY (L(r) + C(r)) + 2p},

(50)

where N+ denotes the set of positive integers, L(r), C(r) are
the estimates given the tubal rank r, and p := r(n1+n2−r)n3

denotes the degree of freedoms of an n1×n2×n3 tensor with
tubal rank r. The choice of AIC aims to balance between the
goodness-of-fit for the data and the degree of freedoms in the
optimization problem.
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Algorithm 1 : TF-QRPCA

Input: Quantized tensor Y , parameters tol, s, r.
Output: L̂, Ĉ.
1: Initiate: U0 ∈ Rn1×r×n3 , V0 ∈ Rr×n2×n3 , and zero

tensor C0 = 0.
2: for t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , until ‖U t+1−U t‖F +‖Vt+1−Vt‖F +
‖Ct+1 − Ct‖F < tol or t = T do

3: U t+1 = U t − τUOUFY (U t ∗ Vt + Ct) where
OUFY (U t ∗ Vt + Ct) is computed via (47).

4: Vt+1 = Vt − τVOVFY (U t+1 ∗ Vt + Ct) where
OVFY (U t+1 ∗ Vt + Ct) is computed via (48).

5: Ct+1 = Ct − τCOCFY (U t+1 ∗ Vt+1 + Ct) where
OCFY (U t+1 ∗ Vt+1 + Ct) is computed via (49).

6: if ‖C‖0 > s then
7: Ct+1 only keeps the s largest entries in the absolute

magnitude, setting other nonzero entries to be zero.
8: end if
9: end for

10: return L̂ = U t+1 ∗ Vt+1 and Ĉ = Ct+1.

B. Tensor Nuclear Norm Based Quantized Robust Principal
Component Analysis

We now propose an algorithm to solve the optimization
problem (21). Similar to the above discussion, we remove
the infinity-norm constraints to simplify the algorithm and
consider the following problem

(L̂, Ĉ) = arg min
L,C

FY (L + C) +N(L) +K2(C), (51)

where N(L) is defined as

N(L) =

{
0, if ‖L‖∗ ≤ λ,

+∞, if ‖L‖∗ > λ
(52)

to promote the low-rankness of L and K2(C) is defined as

K2(C) =

{
0, if ‖C‖1 ≤ µ,

+∞, if ‖C‖1 > µ
(53)

to promote the sparsity of C. Here we do not use the con-
straints ‖L‖∗ ≤ α

√
rn1n2n3 and ‖C‖1 ≤ αs in (52) and (53)

since they are too large in practice though they are proper for
our theoretical analysis. In fact, only a few entries of the tensor
have large absolute values while most entries have relatively
small absolute values in many practical cases. Therefore, the
parameters λ and µ are usually selected via cross-validation
or using prior information of the dataset. Note that FY is
a smooth function and both N(·) and K2(·) are proper and
lower semicontinuous functions. Therefore, we can use PALM
to solve (51). N(L) in (51) can be achieved by computing
L̄ = bdiag(L̄), projecting L̄ to

{Z ∈ Rn1n3×n2n3 |‖Z‖∗ ≤ n3λ}, (54)

and then transforming the resulting block diagonal matrix
back to a tensor followed by an inverse DFT. The orthogonal
projection onto a matrix nuclear norm ball amounts to singular
value soft thresholding. In fact, let D := {Z|‖Z‖∗ ≤ η} and

T = UΣV ∗ be the SVD of T with Σ = diag(σ1, · · · , σp).
Then the orthogonal projection of T to the set D is

PD(T ) := U max{Σ− ξI, 0}V ∗, (55)

where the maximum is taken entrywise with ξ > 0 being
the smallest value such that

∑p
i=1 max{σi − ξ, 0} ≤ η.

K2(C) in (51) can be achieved using the algorithm detailed
in [54]. Our algorithm performs two steps in iteration: (i)
hold the sparse component C fixed and optimizes the low-
rank component L using PFB; (ii) hold the low-rank part
L fixed and optimizes the sparse component C using PFB.
The procedure is summarized in Algorithm 2 where Lines
3, 4 corresponds to (i) and Lines 5, 6 corresponds to (ii). We
initiate Algorithm 2 via

L0
ijk =



ωl + ωl−1

2
, if 1 < Y1

ijk = l < K,

α+ ωK−1

2
, if Y1

ijk = K,

−α+ ω1

2
, if Y1

ijk = 1.

(56)

Since Algorithm 2 uses tensor nuclear norm (TNN) to promote
the low-rankness, we name it TNN-QRPCA to distinguish it
from TF-QRPCA. When n3 = 1, TNN-QRPCA reduces to an
algorithm for Q-RPCA. We did not use a BCD based method
since, for each outer iteration, it needs to perform an inner
iterative procedure when optimizing each subproblem, which
increases the computational cost.

Algorithm 2 :TNN-QRPCA

Input: Quantized tensor Y , parameters tol, s, r.
Output: L̂, Ĉ.
1: Initiate: L0 via (56), C0 = 0.
2: for t = 0, 1, 2, · · · , until ‖Lt+1−Lt‖F +‖Ct+1−Ct‖F <
tol or t = T do

3: Lt+1 = Lt − τLOLF (Lt + Ct).
4: Projecting Lt+1 to the set {T ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 |‖T ‖∗ ≤

λ} via (54) and (55).
5: Ct+1 = Ct − τCOCF (Lt+1 + Ct).
6: Projecting Ct+1 to the set {T ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 |‖T ‖1 ≤

µ} using the algorithm detailed in [54].
7: end for
8: return L̂ = Lt+1 and Ĉ = Ct+1.

C. Comparison of Two Algorithms

Though TF-QRPCA and TNN-QPRCA are both appli-
cations of PALM, they have significant differences in the
following aspects. 1) TF-QRPCA uses tensor factorization to
approximate the low-tubal-rank tensor, then avoids conducting
the t-SVD in each iteration as we do in TNN-QRPCA. For
this reason, TF-QRPCA has relatively lower computational
cost than TNN-QRPCA. 2) Compared with TNN-QRPCA,
TF-QRPCA relies on a more strict low-rankness condition.
Though we have provided a method to estimate the tubal
rank, the low-rankness is usually corrupted by sparse and
random noises, making it hard to obtain a satisfying estimate
in practice. In addition, many practical data do not strictly
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satisfy the low-rankness hypothesis. Figure 1 gives an example
to show that a color image can be regarded as an approxi-
mately low-tubal-rank tensor that has a relatively small tensor
nuclear norm. But it does not strictly satisfy the low-rankness
hypothesis since many singular values are not zero though they
are very small. On the contrary, TNN-QRPCA is based on
a weaker low-rankness condition, i.e., relatively small tensor
nuclear norm, which is more easily satisfied. Therefore, TNN-
QRPCA is usually more robust to sparse noises than TF-
QRPCA, which is supported by the experimental results in
Section VI.
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Fig. 1: Color images can be regarded as approximately low-
tubal-rank tensors. (a) A color image can be modeled as a
tensor M ∈ R512×512×3; (b) plot of the natural logarithm of
singular values of M.

VI. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we conduct a series of numerical experiments
on both synthetic and real-world data to test the validity of
the proposed algorithms and the correctness of the theoretical
analysis. We perform all experiments on a 64-bit PC with a
Gold-5122 3.60GHz CPU and 192 GB memory. The relative
recovery error is defined as ‖L̃ − L̂‖F /‖L̃‖F , where L̃
denotes the actual tensor and L̂ is the recovered tensor. The
corruption rate s/(n1n2n3) denotes the proportion of nonzero
entries in C̃. In our synthetic experiments, we generate the
actual tensor L̃ with tubal rank r as a product L̃ = P ∗Q,
where P ∈ Rn1×r×n3 and Q ∈ Rr×n2×n3 are both with en-
tries drawn i.i.d. from the uniform distribution on [−0.5, 0.5].
Then we scale it so that ‖L̃‖∞ = 1. Entries of the sparse
component C̃ are drawn i.i.d. from the uniform distribution
on [−1, 1]. The entries of N are drawn i.i.d. from the logistic
distribution g(x) = 1/(1 + e−x/σ).

A. Synthetic Experiments

We first conduct an experiment to determine an appropriate
choice for σ so that our algorithms perform well with the dither
tensor N . We fix the tensor size (n1, n2, n3) = (100, 100, 10)
and the tubal rank r = 2. We consider three quantiza-
tion levels K = 2, 4, 6 and choose quantization boundaries
{−∞, 0,+∞} for K = 2, {−∞,−0.5, 0, 0.5,+∞} for K =
4, and {−∞,−2/3,−1/3, 0, 1/3, 2/3,+∞} for K = 6. The
measurements are observed via (15) with W = 1. The experi-
mental results are plotted in Fig. 2. We can easily find that, for

both approaches, the recovery performance deteriorates when
there is too little noise (when σ is small) and when there is too
much noise (when σ is large). In the regime where the noise
is of moderate power, we observe better performance for both
approaches. Consider K = 6; σ = 0.025 and σ = 0.05 are
respectively proper choices for TF-QRPCA and TNN-QRPCA,
where both approaches achieve relatively small errors when
the observations are corrupted by sparse noises.

From Fig. 2, we observe that TNN-QRPCA seems to be
more robust to sparse noises than TF-QRPCA. To further
explore how sparse noise affects the recovery performance of
the proposed algorithms, we conduct an additional experiment.
Following the same setting as the first experiment, we change
the corruption rates to test the relative recovery error and
report the average results in Fig. 3 over 100 runs. From these
results, we find that TF-QRPCA performs better than TNN-
QRPCA in the low-corruption rate region. However, TNN-
QRPCA is more robust to sparse noises in the high-corruption
rate region especially when the quantization level is low, e.g.,
K = 2, 4, as compared with TF-QRPCA. In fact, as we noted
in Section V-C, the advantage of TF-QRPCA in the low-
corruption rate region comes from a more strict low-rankness
penalty. When corrupted by uniform sparse noises, the low-
rankness is severely damaged, which significantly reduces the
recovery performance of TF-QRPCA.
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(a) K = 2, TF-QRPCA
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(b) K = 2, TNN-QRPCA
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(c) K = 4, TF-QRPCA
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(d) K = 4, TNN-QRPCA
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(e) K = 6, TF-QRPCA
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(f) K = 6, TNN-QRPCA

Fig. 2: Average relative recovery errors in the results obtained
using TF-QRPCA and TNN-QRPCA over a range of different
noise levels (different σ in the logistic distribution g(x) =
1/(1 + e−x/σ)) under different quantization levels.
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(b) K = 4
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(c) K = 6

Fig. 3: Comparison of the recovery performance of TF-
QRPCA and TNN-QRPCA under different corruption rates
and different quantization levels. We observe a more robust
performance of TNN-QRPCA than TF-QRPCA in the high-
corruption rate region.

In the third experiment, we test the performance of the
proposed algorithms when the tensor size and tubal rank
change, respectively. We choose quantization level K = 6 with
quantization boundaries {−∞,−2/3,−1/3, 0, 1/3, 2/3,+∞}
and consider three corruption rates, i.e., 0, 0.20, and 0.40.
First, we change n1, n2 when fixing n3 = 20, r = 4 and
report the results in Fig. 4 over 100 runs. We observe that
the recovery errors obtained by both algorithms decrease with
increased n1 and n2, which is in line with our theoretical
analysis. Second, we change the tubal rank from 2 to 16
when fixing n1 × n2 × n3 = 100 × 100 × 20 and show the
averaged results in Fig. 5 over 100 trials. We observe that
the relative recovery errors increase when the tubal rank is
increased, which is also consistent with our theoretical results.
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(a) TF-QRPCA (b) TNN-QRPCA

Fig. 4: Average relative recovery errors (K = 6) in the results
obtained using TF-QRPCA and TNN-QRPCA on tensors of
different scales. With the increase of the tensor scale, we
observe a decaying trend in the relative recovery error.

Next, we test the effect of quantization level and copies
W of repeated measurements on the recovery performance of
both algorithms. We keep the tensor size n1 = n2 = 100,
n3 = 20, and the tubal rank r = 2 and consider quantization
levels K = 2, 4, 6, 8 and copies of repeated observations
W = 1, 2, 4. Quantization boundaries for K = 2, 4, 6 are
the same as the above experiments and for K = 8 are
{−∞,−0.75,−0.5,−0.25, 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75,+∞}. The aver-
aged relative recovery errors are reported in TABLE I over 100
runs. In general, the recovery performances of both algorithms
improve with the quantization level K increasing. Addition-
ally, we find that TNN-QRPCA performs extremely robust
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Fig. 5: Average relative recovery errors (K = 6) in the results
obtained using TF-QRPCA and TNN-QRPCA over a range
of different tubal ranks. With the increase of the tensor tubal
rank, we observe an increasing trend in the relative recovery
error.

when K = 2, which obtains a better recovery performance
than the results obtained when K = 4. This may be due
to the robustness of 1-bit quantization which only preserves
the signs of observations [56], [57]. From the experimental
results, we also conclude that the recovery performances of
both algorithms are improved with the increase of W when
fixing K, which is also consistent with our theoretical analysis.
Finally, we compare the proposed algorithms, TF-QRPCA and
TNN-QRPCA, with MF-QRPCA [7], Q-RPCA(BCD) [9], and
T2M-QRPCA [39]. We evaluate the recovery performance
by calculating the relative recovery errors. The corrupted
rate by sparse noises varies from 0 to 40% and the results
(averaged over 100 runs) are reported in Figure 6. It can be
easily seen that the proposed algorithms give a significantly
improved performance under all corruption rates for low-tubal-
rank tensor data, as compared with the other methods.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the recovery performance of different
algorithms under different corruption rates of sparse noises.
We see a significantly improved performance of the proposed
algorithms.

B. Multispectral Image Restoration

In this part, we apply our methods to multispectral image
restoration from quantized and sparsely corrupted observations
since multispectral data possess the typical tensor form. We
use Stuffed TOY data to evaluate the proposed methods.
The Stuffed TOY data come from the CAVE Multispectral
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TABLE I: Comparison of the recovery performance of TF-QRPCA and TNN-QRPCA under different quantization levels and
different copies of repeated observations.

p = 0

Methods K=2 K=4 K=6 K=8

W = 1 W = 2 W = 4 W = 1 W = 2 W = 4 W = 1 W = 2 W = 4 W = 1 W = 2 W = 4
TF-QRPCA 0.2525 0.1586 0.0973 0.1400 0.1018 0.0723 0.1173 0.0829 0.0589 0.1041 0.0746 0.0530

TNN-QRPCA 0.2956 0.2724 0.2418 0.2502 0.1830 0.1382 0.1742 0.1295 0.1142 0.1572 0.1209 0.1110
p = 0.2

Methods K=2 K=4 K=6 K=8

W = 1 W = 2 W = 4 W = 1 W = 2 W = 4 W = 1 W = 2 W = 4 W = 1 W = 2 W = 4
TF-QRPCA 0.8202 0.4265 0.4204 0.3839 0.3223 0.2647 0.2878 0.2070 0.1298 0.2132 0.1577 0.1092

TNN-QRPCA 0.3070 0.2789 0.2602 0.3852 0.2815 0.2401 0.2814 0.2159 0.1626 0.2440 0.1880 0.1440
p = 0.4

Methods K=2 K=4 K=6 K=8

W = 1 W = 2 W = 4 W = 1 W = 2 W = 4 W = 1 W = 2 W = 4 W = 1 W = 2 W = 4
TF-QRPCA 1.8099 0.6231 0.5027 0.4957 0.3877 0.3462 0.4322 0.2791 0.2117 0.2883 0.2159 0.1524

TNN-QRPCA 0.3178 0.2801 0.2647 0.4098 0.2943 0.2820 0.3226 0.2646 0.1945 0.2905 0.2429 0.1905

Image Database [58], which consists of 31 spectral frames
with each of size 512 × 512. We resize the image to 31
spectral frames with each of size 256×256 and then normalize
all pixels in the range [0, 1] via the max-min formula to
conduct our experiments. The random noises are drawn i.i.d.
from the logistic distribution g(x) = 1/(1 + e−x/σ) with
σ = 0.05. We fix the quantization level K = 6, empirically
set the tubal rank r = 24, and choose the quantization
boundaries {−∞, 1/6, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 5/6,+∞}. We compare
the proposed methods TNN-QRPCA and TF-QRPCA with
MF-QRPCA, Q-RPCA(BCD), and T2M-QRPCA under three
corruption rates p = 0, 15%, 30%. To illustrate that repeated
measurements can significantly improve the recovery per-
formance of TF-QRPCA and TNN-QRPCA, we also apply
them to repeated measurements (15) with copies W = 4
(denoted as TF-QRPCA(W=4) and TNN-QRPCA(W=4), re-
spectively). For MF-QRPCA and Q-RPCA(BCD), we apply
them on each frame separately and combine the obtained
images to obtain the recovered result. We evaluate the recovery
performance using Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and
Structural Similarity (SSIM) indices [59]. For an n1×n2×n3

image C and its recovered image Ĉ, PSNR is defined as
PSNR = 10 log10

(
n1×n2×n3‖C‖2∞
‖Ĉ−C‖2F

)
; SSIM is defined as

SSIM =

(
2µCµĈ + (0.01ω̄)2

) (
2σC,Ĉ + (0.03ω̄)2

)
(
µ2
C + µ2

Ĉ + (0.01ω̄)2
)(

σ2
C + σ2

Ĉ + (0.03ω̄)2
) ,

where µC , µĈ , σC , σĈ , σC,Ĉ , and ω̄ are the local means,
standard deviation, cross-covariance, and dynamic range of
the pixel values for images C, Ĉ. PSNR values and SSIM
values are shown in TABLE II. We also plot the first spec-
tral frame and correspondingly recovered results by different
methods in Fig 7. From these results, we have the following
observations. First, the proposed TNN-QRPCA gives a signifi-
cantly improved performance especially when the observations
are corrupted, as compared with other competing methods.
Second, TF-QRPCA and MF-QRPCA attain relatively worse
performance. The reason may be that the two methods are
based on tensor (matrix) factorization, which depends on a
strict low-rankness hypothesis. On the contrary, the Stuffed

TOY data, which has many small but nonzero singular values,
do not strictly satisfy the low-rankness condition. Even so,
TF-QRPCA still shows obvious advantages over MF-QRPCA,
which demonstrates the power of tensor modeling techniques.
Third, we observe that adding the copies of repeated mea-
surements can effectively improve the recovery performance of
TNN-QRPCA and TF-QRPCA, which validates our theoretical
results.

C. Color Image Denoising

We now test the recovery performance of the proposed
algorithms on color image data. We use the Berkeley Seg-
mentation Dataset [60] for the test. We randomly draw 25
images from the Berkeley Segmentation Dataset where each
image consists of 3 channels with each of size 481 × 321.
Pixels of each image are normalized in the range [0, 1]. We
follow the same setting about the random noises and quan-
tization boundaries as the previous experiment. We compare
the proposed algorithms, TNN-QRPCA, TF-QRPCA, TNN-
QRPCA(W=4), and TF-QRPCA(W=4), with MF-QRPCA, Q-
RPCA(BCD), and T2M-QRPCA under corruption rates p = 0
and p = 20%, respectively. Fig. 8 plots the comparisons of
the PSNR values and SSIM values obtained by these methods
on all 25 images when p = 0. We also show some examples
and correspondingly recovered results in Fig. 9. Fig. 10 plots
the comparison of the PSNR values and SSIM values obtained
by different algorithms on all 25 images when p = 20% with
some visual examples and correspondingly recovered results
shown in Fig. 11. Especially, in Fig. 11 (k), we show the ratio
of PSNR values and SSIM values obtained when p = 20%
to that obtained when p = 0 based on these examples. It
is easy to find that, in both corruption rates, TNN-QRPCA
has a better performance than other methods no matter in
quantitative indices or visual results in most cases. Besides,
from Fig. 11 (k), when the observations are corrupted by
sparse noises, our methods, TNN-QRPCA and TF-QRPCA,
lose less information in both PSNR values and SSIM values
than MF-QRPCA, Q-RPCA(BCD), and T2M-QRPCA, which
reflect better robustness of the proposed methods.
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

Fig. 7: The first spectral frame of Stuffed TOY data and correspondingly recovered results. (a) Original image; (b) observed
image; (c) recovered images by TNN-QRPCA; (d) recovered images by TF-QRPCA; (e) recovered images by T2M-QRPCA;
(f) recovered images by Q-RPCA(BCD); (g) recovered images by MF-QRPCA; (h) recovered images by TNN-QRPCA(W=4);
(i) recovered images by TF-QRPCA(W=4).

TABLE II: Comparison of the PSNR values and SSIM values obtained by different methods on Stuffed TOY data. Here
n1 = 256, n2 = 256, n3 = 31. Three corruption rates, p = 0, p = 15%, and p = 30%, are considered, respectively.

Methods p = 0 p = 15% p = 30%

PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM
TNN-QRPCA 29.8676 0.7472 28.2540 0.7061 26.3275 0.6644
TF-QRPCA 22.1195 0.2697 20.4014 0.2711 20.1522 0.2699

T2M-QRPCA 29.5728 0.7569 25.3860 0.5006 23.0276 0.4123
Q-RPCA(BCD) 26.7770 0.5527 25.7516 0.5825 24.5451 0.5582

MF-QRPCA 18.7209 0.2911 17.7167 0.2542 18.4769 0.2286
TNN-QRPCA(W=4) 33.3797 0.8349 30.6875 0.7845 28.3931 0.7566
TF-QRPCA(W=4) 27.6940 0.5454 24.0461 0.4277 22.6417 0.3627
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Fig. 8: Comparison of the PSNR values and SSIM values obtained by TNN-QRPCA, TF-QRPCA, T2M-QRPCA, Q-
RPCA(BCD), MF-QRPCA, TNN-QRPCA(W=4), and TF-QRPCA(W=4) on 25 tested images when p = 0.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This work provides the first theoretical study of quantized
tensor robust principal component analysis which aims to
recover a low-rank tensor from noisy, quantized, and sparsely
corrupted measurements. We propose two optimization prob-
lems and prove that under mild assumptions, we can recover
both the low-rank and the sparse tensors approximately by

solving the proposed problems. We also propose two proxi-
mal algorithms to solve the proposed problems, respectively.
Benefiting from the properties of t-SVD, our methods and
theoretical results are both natural generalizations of quantized
matrix robust principal component analysis. Finally, numerical
experiments verify our theoretical results and experiments
with multispectral image recovery and color image denoising
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)

Index 1 2 3 4 5

PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM
TNN-QRPCA 26.17 0.87 27.11 0.82 25.89 0.91 27.48 0.90 26.90 0.86
TF-QRPCA 21.21 0.70 25.34 0.73 23.45 0.84 24.95 0.80 23.89 0.74

T2M-QRPCA 25.49 0.87 25.70 0.78 24.47 0.90 26.45 0.87 25.71 0.84
Q-RPCA(BCD) 24.87 0.84 25.92 0.79 20.03 0.88 26.16 0.87 25.34 0.81

MF-QRPCA 23.77 0.79 25.20 0.72 20.74 0.79 22.88 0.75 22.50 0.71
TNN-QRPCA(W=4) 29.74 0.94 30.85 0.91 29.50 0.96 31.20 0.95 30.61 0.94
TF-QRPCA(W=4) 24.06 0.87 27.73 0.82 25.46 0.91 24.37 0.90 25.37 0.84

(i) Comparison of the PSNR values and the SSIM values on the above 5 images.

Fig. 9: Recovery performance comparison on 5 example images when the quantized measurements are without sparse noises.
(a) Original images; (b) recovered images by TNN-QRPCA; (c) recovered images by TF-QRPCA; (d) recovered images by
T2M-QRPCA; (e) recovered images by Q-RPCA(BCD); (f) recovered images by MF-QRPCA; (g) recovered images by TNN-
QRPCA(W=4); (h) recovered images by TF-QRPCA(W=4); (i) show the comparison of the PSNR values and SSIM values on
the above 5 images.
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Fig. 10: Comparison of the PSNR values and SSIM values obtained by TNN-QRPCA, TF-QRPCA, T2M-QRPCA, Q-
RPCA(BCD), MF-QRPCA, TNN-QRPCA(W=4), and TF-QRPCA(W=4) on 25 tested images when p = 20%.

demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithms. It
is worth mentioning that this work focuses on the analysis
for 3-way tensors. But the established results are extendable

to the case of order-p(p > 3) tensors, by employing the t-
SVD for order-p tensors in [61] and the order-p t-SVD rank
and the order-p TNN in [62], since the loss function, FY (X ),
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h) (i)

Index 1 2 3 4 5

PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM
TNN-QRPCA 24.07 0.81 24.05 0.73 23.46 0.84 24.87 0.84 24.14 0.79
TF-QRPCA 19.57 0.63 20.57 0.58 19.68 0.75 20.76 0.67 20.63 0.64

T2M-QRPCA 20.05 0.68 19.23 0.49 17.66 0.71 20.66 0.67 19.73 0.62
Q-RPCA(BCD) 17.94 0.64 17.90 0.55 16.10 0.68 18.65 0.60 17.51 0.62

MF-QRPCA 19.42 0.68 19.55 0.58 17.99 0.70 19.67 0.63 18.22 0.45
TNN-QRPCA(W=4) 25.92 0.88 26.69 0.82 25.08 0.89 27.11 0.90 26.71 0.86
TF-QRPCA(W=4) 21.13 0.74 21.94 0.73 19.09 0.74 22.62 0.81 20.58 0.69

(j) Comparison of the PSNR values and the SSIM values on the above 5 images.

Index 1 2 3 4 5

PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM PSNR SSIM
TNN-QRPCA 92.0% 93.1% 88.7% 89.0% 90.6% 92.3% 90.5% 93.3% 89.7% 91.9%
TF-QRPCA 92.3% 90.0% 81.8% 79.5% 83.9% 89.3% 83.2% 83.8% 86.4% 86.5%

T2M-QRPCA 78.7% 78.2% 74.8% 62.8% 72.2% 78.9% 78.1% 77.0% 74.8% 73.8%
Q-RPCA(BCD) 72.1% 76.2% 69.1% 69.6% 80.4% 77.3% 71.3% 70.0% 69.1% 76.5%

MF-QRPCA 81.7% 86.1% 77.6% 80.6% 86.7% 88.6% 86.0% 84.0% 81.0% 63.4%
TNN-QRPCA(W=4) 87.2% 93.6% 86.5% 90.1% 85.0% 92.7% 86.9% 94.7% 87.3% 91.5%
TF-QRPCA(W=4) 87.8% 85.1% 79.1% 89.0% 75.0% 81.3% 92.8% 90.0% 81.1% 82.1%

(k) The ratio of PSNR values and SSIM values obtained when p = 20% to that obtained when p = 0.

Fig. 11: Recovery performance comparison on 5 example images when the quantized measurements are with 20% corruption.
(a) Original images; (b) observed images; (c) recovered images by TNN-QRPCA; (d) recovered images by TF-QRPCA;
(e) recovered images by T2M-QRPCA; (f) recovered images by Q-RPCA(BCD); (g) recovered images by MF-QRPCA; (h)
recovered images by TNN-QRPCA(W=4); (i) recovered images by TF-QRPCA(W=4); (j) show the comparison of the PSNR
values and SSIM values on the above 5 images; (k) list the ratio of the PSNR values and SSIM values obtained when p = 20%
to that obtained when p = 0.

applies componentwise on X and the definitions of TNN and
t-SVD rank (tubal rank) for 3-order tensors coincide with the
higher-order case.

This work supposes that the quantization boundaries are
known to ease our analysis. We also note that the recent
work [45] has provided an adaptive method for the unknown
quantization boundaries. In their method, the unknown k-
th order tensor X and unknown quantization boundaries
ω = {ω0, · · · , ωK} are stacked to a new k + 1-th order

tensor, all regarded as the parameters of the log-likelihood
term FY (X ,ω). Then, they are alternatively optimized while
holding others fixed. Following the idea, the proposed al-
gorithms in this paper have the potential to be generalized
for the unknown quantization since they are also based on
alternating procedures. However, the analysis for the statistical
error depends on some different assumptions and technologies
and we leave it for future work.
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APPENDIX

In this section, we provide proofs for Theorem 1, Theorem
2, Theorem 3, and Theorem 4, respectively.

A. Proof of Theorem 1

Before beginning the proof, we define θ̂ = vec(X̂ ) ∈
Rn1n2n3 , θ̃ = vec(X̃ ) ∈ Rn1n2n3 , FY (θ̂) = FY (X̂ ), and
FY (θ̃) = FY (X̃ ). Applying a second-order Taylor expansion
implies

FY (θ) =FY (θ̃) + 〈OθFY (θ̃),θ − θ̃〉

+
1

2
〈θ − θ̃,O2

θθFY (θ#)(θ − θ̃)〉,
(57)

where θ# = θ̃ + η(θ − θ̃) for some η ∈ [0, 1], and thus
corresponding tensor X# = X̃ + η(X − X̃ ).

Lemma 1. Suppose (L′,C′), (L′′,C′′) ∈ Kr,s. Let X ′ = L′+
C′, X ′′ = L′′ + C′′, θ′ = vec(X ′), θ′′ = vec(X ′′), and
d = (n1 + n2)n3. Then with probability at least 1− 1/d, we
have

|〈OθFY (θ′),θ′′ − θ′〉|

≤2c∗Lα

√
rWn(2)n3 log(d)(‖X ′′ −X ′‖F + 2α

√
2s)

+ 4WαsLα,

where c∗ := 1 +
√

3.

Proof. The proof relies on the following proposition.

Proposition 4 (See [15]). Consider a finite sequence of
independent random matrices {Zi}1≤i≤n ∈ Rn1×n2 that
satisfy E(Zi) = 0 and for some U > 0, ‖Zi‖ ≤ U for all
i ∈ [n]. Then for d = n1 + n2 and any t > 0, we have

P

(∥∥∥∥∥ 1

n

n∑
i=1

Zi

∥∥∥∥∥ > t

)
≤ d exp

(
− nt2/2

σ2
Z + Ut/3

)
,

where

σ2
Z = max

{∥∥∥∥∥ 1

n

n∑
i=1

E[ZiZ
T
i ]

∥∥∥∥∥ ,
∥∥∥∥∥ 1

n

n∑
i=1

E[ZTi Zi]

∥∥∥∥∥
}
.

In particular, it implies that with probability at least 1 −
exp(−t), it holds that∥∥∥∥∥ 1

n

n∑
i=1

Zi

∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ c∗max

{
σZ

√
t+ log(d)

n
,
U(t+ log(d))

3n

}
,

where c∗ := 1 +
√

3.

Now, consider

Zijk = [−L−1
α W−1OXFY (X ′)]ijk

= −L−1
α W−1

W∑
t=1

K∑
l=1

ḟl(X ′ijk)

fl(X ′ijk)
1{Yt

ijk=l},

and let Zijk denote a tensor of size n1 × n2 × n3 whose
(i, j, k)-th entry is Zijk and other entries are all zero. Then

we need to bound ‖OXFY (X ′)‖ = LαW‖
∑
i,j,kZijk‖.

Recalling ∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
i,j,k

Zijk

∥∥∥∥∥∥ =

∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
i,j,k

bcirc(Zijk)

∥∥∥∥∥∥ ,
we next turn to leverage Proposition 4 to bound the ter-
m ‖

∑
i,j,k bcirc(Zijk)‖. It is obvious that bcirc(Zijk) are

independent from each other. Using (9) and the fact that∑K
l=1 fl(x) = 1, one can check that E(bcirc(Zijk)) = 0

and ‖bcirc(Zijk)‖ ≤ 1. Let Eqq denote a matrix of size
n1n3 × n1n3 whose (q, q)-entry is 1 and other entries are
0. We have

bcirc(Zijk)bcirc(Zijk)T = −L−2
α W−2

·
W∑
t=1

K∑
l=1

1{Yt
ijk=l}

ḟ2
l (X ′ijk)

f2
l (X ′ijk)

n3−1∑
q=0

E(qn1+i)(qn1+i),

and thus ∥∥∥∥∥
n1∑
i=1

E[bcirc(Zijk)bcirc(Zijk)T ]

∥∥∥∥∥
≤ 1

W

∥∥∥∥∥
n1∑
i=1

n3−1∑
q=0

E(qn1+i)(qn1+i)

∥∥∥∥∥ =
1

W
.

Therefore, we have∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1

n1n2n3

∑
i,j,k

E[bcirc(Zijk)bcirc(Zijk)T ]

∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1

Wn1
.

Similarly,∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1

n1n2n3

∑
i,j,k

E[bcirc(Zijk)Tbcirc(Zijk)]

∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1

Wn2
.

Applying Proposition 4 with n = n1n2n3, U = 1, σ2
Z =

1/(Wn(2)), d = (n1 + n2)n3, and t = log(d) implies that
with probability at least 1− 1/d,∥∥∥∥∥∥

∑
i,j,k

Zijk

∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ c∗max

{√
2n(1)n3 log(d)

W
,

2 log(d)

3

}
.

Note that

‖L′′ −L′‖∗ =
1

n3
‖L′′ −L′‖∗ ≤

1

n3

√
2rn3‖L′′ −L′‖F

=
√

2r‖L′′ −L′‖F ,

and
√

2n(1)n3 log(d)/W is much larger than 2 log(d). We
then obtain that with probability at least 1− 1/d

‖OXFY (X ′)‖‖L′′ −L′‖∗ ≤ 2c∗LαWh‖L′′ −L′‖F ,

where h :=
√
rn(1)n3 log(d)/W . Meanwhile, we also have

〈OXFY (X ′),C′′ − C′〉 ≤ 4WαsLα
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by the assumption (9), the fact that ‖C′′ − C′‖∞ ≤ 2α, and
‖C′′ − C′‖0 ≤ 2s. Therefore, we have that

|〈OθFY (θ′),θ′′ − θ′〉|
= |〈OXFY (X ′),X ′′ −X ′〉|
≤ |〈OXFY (X ′),L′′ −L′〉|+ |〈OXFY (X ′),C′′ − C′〉|
≤ ‖OXFY (X ′)‖‖L′′ −L′‖∗ + |〈OXFY (X ′),C′′ − C′〉|
≤ 2c∗WLαh‖L′′ −L′‖F + 4WαsLα

≤ 2c∗WLαh(‖X ′′ −X ′‖F + ‖C′′ − C′‖F ) + 4WαsLα

≤ 2c∗WLαh(‖X ′′ −X ′‖F + 2α
√

2s) + 4WαsLα

holds with probability at least 1− 1/d.

Lemma 2. Suppose (L′,C′), (L′′,C′′) ∈ Kr,s. Let X ′ = L′+
C′, X ′′ = L′′+C′′, θ′ = vec(X ′), and θ′′ = vec(X ′′). Then
for any θ̃ = θ′ + η(θ′′ − θ′) and any η ∈ [0, 1], we have

〈θ′′ − θ′, (O2
θθFY (θ̃)(θ′′ − θ′))〉 ≥Wγα‖X ′′ −X ′‖2F .

Proof. Note that for any θ ∈ Rn1n2n3 , we have

∂FY (θ)

∂θp
= −

W∑
t=1

K∑
l=1

ḟl(θp)

fl(θp)
1{vec(Yt)p=l},

∂2FY (θ)

∂θ2
p

=

W∑
t=1

K∑
l=1

(
ḟ2
l (θp)

f2
l (θp)

− f̈l(θp)

fl(θp)

)
1{vec(Yt)p=l},

and ∂2FY (θ)
∂θp∂θq

= 0 if p 6= q. Recalling (8) implies

〈θ′′ − θ′,O2
θθFY (θ̃)(θ′′ − θ′)〉

=
∑
p

∂2FY (θ̃)

∂θ2
p

(θ′′p − θ′p)2

≥Wγα

n1∑
i=1

n2∑
j=1

n3∑
k=1

(X ′′ijk −X ′ijk)2

= Wγα‖X ′′ −X ′‖2F .

With Lemma 1 and Lemma 2, we now prove Theorem 1.

Proof of Theorem 1. Recalling the fact that X̂ , X̃ ∈ Kr,s, we
obtain the first bound since

‖X̂ − X̃‖F√
n1n2n3

≤ ‖L̂− L̃‖F√
n1n2n3

+
‖Ĉ − C̃‖F√
n1n2n3

≤ 2α+
2α
√

2s
√
n1n2n3

= 2α

(
1 +

√
2s

n1n2n3

)
.

Next, we aim to obtain the second bound. We first define
Kf := {X = L + C : (L,C) ∈ Kr,s}. Since the objective ter-
m FY (X ) is continuous in any X ∈ Kf and Kf is a compact
set, FY (X ) then achieves a minimum in Kf . Suppose that
X̂ = L̂ + Ĉ ∈ Kf minimizes FY (X ). Combining (57) with
Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 implies that

FY (X̂ ) ≥FY (X̃ )− 6Lα

√
rWn(1)n3 log(d)(‖X̂ − X̃‖F

+ 2α
√

2s)− 4WαsLα +
Wγα

2
‖X̂ − X̃‖2F

holds with probability at least 1 − 1/d. Note that FY (X̂ ) ≤
FY (X̃ ). We have that

Wγα
2
‖X̂ − X̃‖2F

≤ 6Lα

√
rWn(1)n3 log(d)(‖X̂ − X̃‖F + 2α

√
2s) + 4WαsLα

holds with probability at least 1− 1/d. Recalling the fact that
u ≤ max{2a, 2b} holds if u ≤ a+ b, we then have

‖X̂ −X ∗‖F√
n1n2n3

≤ Uα

with the same probability, where

Uα = max

{
24Lα

√
r log(d)

γα
√
Wn(2)

,

4

√
3αLα

√
2rsn(1) log(d)

γα
√
Wn1n2n3

+
αLαs

γαn1n2n3

 ,

which completes the proof.

B. Proof of Theorem 2

The proof of Theorem 2 borrows ideas from [7] and [8].
Without loss of generality, we assume that n1 ≥ n2 in the
proof. Here, we first need some lemmas before giving the
upper bound.

Lemma 3. Define Kf := {X = L + C : (L,C) ∈ Kr,s}.
There exists a set S ∈ Kf with

|S| ≥ exp

(
rn1n3 − rb sn2

c
16

)
(58)

such that for any γ ∈ (0, 1], the following properties hold:
(i). For all T ∈ S, |Tijk| = 0 or αγ, ∀(i, j, k) ∈ [n1] ×

[n2]× [n3].
(ii). For all T (l),T (m) ∈ S, l 6= m,

‖T (l) − T (m)‖2F ≥ α2γ2
(n1n2n2

2
− s
)
.

Proof. A probabilistic argument is utilized for the proof pro-
cess. We construct the set S by drawing dexp(

rn1n3−rb s
n2n3

c
16 )e

random tensors from the following distribution. Each tensor
T ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 consists of ‘sub-tensors’ of size n1× r×n3,
stacked from left to right. Consider the first ‘sub-tensor’, i.e.,
Tijk for i ∈ [n1], j ∈ [r], and k ∈ [n3]. We fix the locations of
b sn2
c entries in each lateral slice and set their values to be 0.

The remaining rn1n3−rb sn2
c entries of it are i.i.d symmetric

random variables taking values ±αγ with equal probability.
Then, T will be constructed by copying the first ‘sub-tensor’
as many times as will fit. More specifically, for all i ∈ [n1],
j ∈ {r + 1, · · · , n2}, and k ∈ [n3],

Tijk = Tij′k, where j′ = j(mod r) + 1.

Then T can be regarded as T = L+C, where rankt(L) ≤ r
and ‖C‖0 ≤ s. We can further check that

‖T ‖∞ = αγ ≤ α and ‖C‖∞ = αγ ≤ α.
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Thus we have S ⊂ Kf . It remains to show that S satisfies the
second property. Note that the locations of the zero entries are
the same for all tensors drawn from the above distribution. For
two tensors T and T̃ drawn as above, we have

‖T − T̃ ‖2F

=

n1∑
i=1

n2∑
j=1

n3∑
k=1

(Tijk − T̃ijk)2

≥ bn2

r
c
n1∑
i=1

r∑
j=1

n3∑
k=1

(Tijk − T̃ijk)2

= 4α2γ2bn2

r
c

q∑
t=1

δt := 4α2γ2bn2

r
cZ(T , T̃ ),

where δt’s are independent 0/1 Bernoulli random variables
with mean 1/2 and q := rn1n3−rb sn2

c. Applying Hoeffding’s
inequality and a union bound demonstrates that

P

(
min

T 6=T̃ ∈S
Z(T , T̃ ) ≤

rn1n3 − rb sn2
c

4

)

≤
(
|S|
2

)
exp(−

rn1n3 − rb sn2
c

8
).

Recalling (58), the right-hand side of the above inequality is
less than 1, which indicates that

‖T − T̃ ‖2F > α2γ2bn2

r
c
(
rn1n3 − rb

s

n2
c
)

≥ α2γ2
(n1n2n3

2
− s
)

holds for all tensors T , T̃ ∈ S such that T 6= T̃ with a
nonzero probability, where the second inequality follows from
the fact that bxc ≥ x/2 for all x ≥ 1. Now, we have proved
the second property.

Before continuing our discussion, we introduce some defi-
nitions in information theory. For random variables (X,Y ) ∼
p(x, y), the mutual information I(X,Y ) is defined as

I(X,Y ) = −
∫∫

p(x, y) log

(
p(x)p(y)

p(x, y)

)
dxdy,

where p(x) and p(y) denote the marginal distributions of x and
y, respectively. The entropy H(X) and conditional entropy
H(X|Y ) are respectively defined as

H(X) = −
∫
p(x) log(x)dx,

H(X|Y ) = −
∫∫

p(x, y) log(p(x|y))dxdy.

By these definitions, we have

I(X,Y ) = H(Y )−H(Y |X). (59)

Lemma 4. Follow the definition of S in Lemma 3. Suppose
T ∈ S is generated uniformly at random and X := T +
N where N contains i.i.d. Gaussian entries with zero mean
and variance σ2. Then we have the following result about the
mutual information I(T ,X ):

I(T ,X ) ≤
n1n2n3 − n2b sn2

c
2

log

(
1 +

(αγ
σ

)2
)
.

Proof. Recalling (59), we have

I(T ,X ) = H(X )−H(X |T )

= H(T + N )−H(T + N |T )

= H(T + N )−H(N ).

Let E denote a tensor whose all entries are i.i.d. Rademacher
random variables. We obtain

H(T � E + N )

= H((T + N )� E) ≥ H((T + N )� E|E)

= H(T + N ),

where T �E denotes the entry-wise product of T and E . Let
T̂ = T � E . Then it holds that

I(T ,X ) ≤ H(T̂ + N )−H(N ).

For vec(T̂ + N ) of length n1n2n3, the covariance matrix is
calculated as

Σ := E[vec(T̂ + N ) vec(T̂ + N )T ].

Applying Theorem 8.6.5 in [48] implies

H(T̂ + N )

≤ 1

2
log{(2πe)n1n2n3 det(Σ)}

=
1

2
log{(2πe)n1n2n3(α2γ2 + σ2)n1n2n3−n2b s

n2
cσ2n2b s

n2
c},

where the last equality follows from the fact that T̂ has
n2b sn2

c non-zero entries. On the other hand, we have

H(N ) =
1

2
log{(2πe)n1n2n3σ2n1n2n3}.

Therefore, we obtain that

I(T ,X ) ≤ 1

2
log

(
(α2γ2 + σ2)n1n2n3−n2b s

n2
cσ2n2b s

n2
c

σ2n1n2n3

)

=
n1n2n3 − n2b sn2

c
2

log

(
1 +

(αγ
σ

)2
)
.

Proof of Theorem 2. Choose ε such that

ε2 = min

{
(1− 2C0)α2

8
,
C1σ

2

W

rn1n3 − rb sn2
c − 64

n1n2n3 − n2b sn2
c

}
,

(60)

where the constant C1 > 0 will be determined later. Let γ be
such that

2ε

α

√
2n1n2n3

n1n2n3 − 2s
≤ γ ≤ 2ε

α

√
2

1− 2C0
≤ 1. (61)

Consider X ∈ S drawn uniformly at random. Let Yi = X +
N i (∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,W}). Then we have

I(X ,Y ) ≤
W∑
i=1

I(X ,Yi)

≤
W (n1n2n3 − n2b sn2

c)
2

log

(
1 +

(αγ
σ

)2
)
,

(62)
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where the last inequality follows from Lemma 4.
For the sake of contradiction, we suppose that there exists

an algorithm to return an estimate X̂ for any X ∈ S and
corresponding measurements Y , so that

‖X − X̂‖2F
n1n2n3

≤ ε2 (63)

holds with probability at least 1/4. Define

X ∗ := arg min
T ∈S

‖T − X̂‖2F . (64)

We claim that if (63) holds, then X ∗ = X . To see this, for
any T ∈ S with T 6= X , using the second property of Lemma
3 and (61) implies

‖T −X‖F > αγ
√
n1n2n3/2− s ≥ 2

√
n1n2n3ε. (65)

Combining (64) and (65) deduces

‖T − X̂‖F ≥ ‖T −X‖F − ‖X − X̂‖F
> 2
√
n1n2n3ε−

√
n1n2n3ε =

√
n1n2n3ε.

Since X ∈ S is an candidate for X ∗, we thus have

‖X ∗ − X̂‖F ≤ ‖X − X̂‖F ≤
√
n1n2n3ε.

Therefore, if (63) holds, then ‖X ∗ − X̂‖F < ‖T − X̂‖F for
any T ∈ S with T 6= X , and hence we must have X ∗ = X .
By the assumption that (63) holds with probability at least 1

4 ,
we thus have

P(X ∗ 6= X ) ≤ 3

4
. (66)

On the other hand, by Fano’s inequality,

P(X ∗ 6= X ) ≥ H(X|Y)− 1

log(|S|)
=
H(X )− I(X ,Y)− 1

log(|S|)

≥ 1− I(X ,Y) + 1

log(|S|)

Plugging in |S| from (58) and I(X ,Y) from (62), and noting
the inequality log(1 + u) ≤ u, we have

P(X ∗ 6= X ) ≥1− 16

rn1n3 − rb sn2
c

·

(
n1n2n3 − n2b sn2

c
2

W
(αγ
σ

)2

+ 1

)
.

Combining this with (61) and (66) implies

1

4
≤ 16

rn1n3 − rb sn2
c

·
(

4W

1− 2C0

(
n1n2n3 − n2b

s

n2
c
)( ε

σ

)2

+ 1

)
,

which shows that

ε2 ≥ (1− 2C0)σ2

256W

rn1n3 − rb sn2
c − 64

n1n2n3 − n2b sn2
c
.

Setting C1 <
1−2C0

256 in (60) will lead to a contradiction. Hence
(63) must fail to hold with probability at least 3/4, which
completes the proof.

C. Proof of Theorem 3

We first require some definitions in information theory given
below.

Definition 6. For any integer K > 0, a function f : R→ SK

is called a K-link function, where SK is the K-dimensional
probability simplex.

Definition 7. For a K-link function f and tensors A,B ∈
Rn1×n2×n3 , the squared Hellinger distance is defined as

d2
H(f(A), f(B)) :=

1

n1n2n3

∑
i,j,k

K∑
l=1

d2
H(fl(Aijk), fl(Bijk)),

(67)

and the Kullback-Leibler divergence is

KL(f(A), f(B)) :=
1

nin2n3

∑
i,j,k

K∑
l=1

fl(Aijk) log

(
fl(Aijk)

fl(Bijk)

)
,

where d2
H(fl(a), fl(b)) :=

∑K
l=1(

√
fl(a) −

√
fl(b))

2 and fl
denotes the l-th dimensional function of f .

The following lemma indicates that the Euclidean distance
is upper bounded by the squared Hellinger distance and the
the Kullback-Leibler divergence.

Lemma 5. For any p > 0 and a p-link function f and any
X , X̂ ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 satisfying ‖X‖∞ ≤ 2α and ‖X̂‖∞ ≤
2α, we have

‖X − X̂‖2F ≤
n1n2n3

Kα
dH

2(f(X ), f(X̂ ))

≤ n1n2n3

Kα
KL(f(X ), f(X̂ )),

where Kα is defined as in (29).

Proof. The first inequality follows from the definition of Kα

in (29) . The proof of the second inequality borrows the ideas
from [49, Lemma 2.4]. Since − log(x+ 1) ≥ −x for x > −1
and

∑p
l=1 fl(x) = 1, we have

KL(f(X ), f(X̂ ))

=
1

n1n2n3

∑
i,j,k

p∑
l=1

fl(Xijk) log

(
fl(Xijk)

fl(X̂ijk)

)

=
2

n1n2n3

∑
i,j,k

p∑
l=1

fl(Xijk) log

(√
fl(Xijk)

fl(X̂ijk)

)

= − 2

n1n2n3

∑
i,j,k

p∑
l=1

fl(Xijk) log

√fl(X̂ijk)

fl(Xijk)
− 1

+ 1


≥ − 2

n1n2n3

∑
i,j,k

p∑
l=1

fl(Xijk)

√fl(X̂ijk)

fl(Xijk)
− 1


= − 2

n1n2n3

∑
i,j,k

(
p∑
l=1

√
fl(X̂ijk)fl(Xijk)− 1

)
= d2

H(f(X ), f(X̂ )).
(68)
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Proposition 5 (See [50]). Consider a finite sequence of
independent random matrices {Zi}ni=1 ∈ Rp×q that satisfy
E[Zi] = 0 and for some U > 0, ‖Zi‖ ≤ U for all i ∈ [n].
Let h ≥ 1 and assume n ≥ n∗ := U2 log(d)/(9σ2

Z). Then it
holds that

E

∥∥∥∥∥ 1

n

n∑
i=1

Zi

∥∥∥∥∥
h
 ≤ (2ehc∗2σ2

Z log(d)

n

)h/2
,

where d = p+ q, c∗ = 1 +
√

3 and

σ2
Z = max

{∥∥∥∥∥ 1

n

n∑
i=1

E[ZiZ
T
i ]

∥∥∥∥∥ ,
∥∥∥∥∥ 1

n

n∑
i=1

E[ZTi Zi]

∥∥∥∥∥
}
.

In our proof of Theorem 3, it is convenient to consider the
function

F̄Y (X ) := FY (X )− FY (0)

instead of considering FY (X ) itself. With this definition, we
have the following result.

Lemma 6. Let K∗r,s ⊂ Rn1×n2×n3 be defined as in (20) and
K∗f :=

{
X = L + C : (L,C) ∈ K∗r,s

}
. We assume that n(1) ≥

log(d)/9 where d = (n1 + n2)n3. Then with probability at
most 1/d, it holds that

sup
X∈K∗f

|F̄Y (X )− E[F̄Y (X )]|

≥ C0αLα

(
n3n(1) log(d)

√
Wn(2)r + s

√
Wn3n(1) log(d)

)
where C0 is an absolute constant and the expectation is over
the draw of Y .

Proof. Applying Markov’s inequality implies that, for any h >
0, the following holds

P

(
sup

X∈K∗f
|F̄Y (X )− E[F̄Y (X )]| ≥ C0αLα

·(n3n(1) log(d)
√
Wn(2)r + s

√
Wn3n(1) log(d))

)
= P

(
sup

X∈K∗f
|F̄Y (X )− E[F̄Y (X )]|h ≥ (C0αLα

·(n3n(1) log(d)
√
Wn(2)r + s

√
Wn3n(1) log(d))

)h)

≤
E

[
sup

X∈K∗f
|F̄Y (X )− E[F̄Y (X )]|h

]
(C0αLα

√
WH)h

,

(69)

where H := n3n(1) log(d)
√
n(2)r + s

√
n3n(1) log(d).

Since we can rewrite the definition of F̄Y as

F̄Y (X ) =
∑
i,j,k

(
W∑
t=1

K∑
l=1

1[Yt
ijk=1] log

(
fl(Xijk)

fl(0)

))
,

by a symmetrization argument [51, Lemma 6.3], we have

E

[
sup

X∈K∗f

∣∣F̄Y (X )− E[F̄Y (X )]
∣∣h]

≤ 2h E

 sup
X∈K∗f

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i,j,k

εijk

(
W∑
t=1

K∑
l=1

1[Yt
ijk=1] log

(
fl(Xijk)

fl(0)

))∣∣∣∣∣∣
h
 ,

where εijk’s are i.i.d. Rademacher random variables and the
expectation in the upper bound is with respect to Y as well
as the εijk’s. Now we leverage a contraction principle [51,
Theorem 4.12] to bound the latter term. By the definition of
Lα in (9) and the assumption that ‖X‖∞ ≤ 2α, we have that

1

Lα
log

(
fl(Xijk)

fl(0)

)
, ∀ l ∈ [K]

are all contractions that vanish at zero for all (i, j, k) ∈
[n1]× [n2]× [n3]. Thus, up to a factor 2, the expected value
of the supremum can only increase when the above terms are
replaced by Xijk, respectively, i.e.,

E

[
sup

X∈K∗f

∣∣F̄Y (X )− E[F̄Y (X )]
∣∣h]

≤ 2h(2Lα)h E

 sup
X∈K∗f

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
i,j,k

εijk

(
W∑
t=1

K∑
l=1

1[Yt
ijk=l]Xijk

)∣∣∣∣∣∣
h


= (4Lα)h E

[
sup

X∈K∗f
|〈E �M,X 〉|h

]
,

(70)

where E denotes the Rademacher tensor with entries being
given by εijk, M denotes the tensor whose all entries are
valued in the set {1, · · · ,W}, and � denotes Hadamard
product. Note that X = L + C, ‖L‖∗ ≤ α

√
n1n2n3r and

‖C‖1 ≤ αs. We have

E

[
sup

X∈K∗f
|〈E �M,X 〉|h

]
(a)

≤ E

[
sup

L+C∈K∗f
(|〈E �M,L〉|+ |〈E �M,C〉|)h

]
(b)

≤ E

[
sup

L+C∈K∗f
(|〈E �M,L〉|+ ‖M‖∞αs)h

]
(c)

≤ E

( sup
L+C∈K∗f

‖E �M‖‖L‖∗ + ‖M‖∞αs

)h
(d)

≤ E
[
(‖E �M‖α(

√
n1n2n3r + s))

h
]

= (α(
√
n1n2n3r + s))h E

[
‖E �M‖h

]
,

(71)

where (a) holds from the triangle inequality. (b) follows from
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the fact that ‖C‖1 ≤ αs.
(c) holds from the fact that tensor spectral norm ‖ · ‖ is
dual to the tensor nuclear norm ‖ · ‖∗. (d) follows from
the assumption that L ≤ α

√
n1n2n3r and the fact that

‖E�M‖ = ‖bcirc(E�M)‖ ≥ ‖M‖∞ where the inequality
is obvious by the definition of matrix SVD and matrix spectral
norm. Next, we aim to bound E

[
‖E �M‖h

]
. Consider

Zijk = W−1[E �M]ijk = W−1εijk

W∑
t=1

K∑
l=1

1{Yt
ijk=l},
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and let Zijk denote the tensor whose (i, j, k)-th entry is Zijk
and other entries are all zero. Then we need to bound

E
[
‖E �M‖h

]
= Wh E
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∑
i,j,k

Zijk
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h
 . (72)

Recalling ‖
∑
i,j,kZijk‖ = ‖

∑
i,j,k bcirc(Zijk)‖, we turn to

bound E[‖
∑
i,j,k bcirc(Zijk)‖h]. It is not hard to check that

E(bcirc(Zijk)) = 0 and ‖bcirc(Zijk)‖ ≤ 1. By a similar
discussion to the proof of Lemma 1, we obtain∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1

n1n2n3

∑
i,j,k

E[bcirc(Zijk)bcirc(Zijk)T ]

∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1

Wn1
,

and∥∥∥∥∥∥ 1

n1n2n3

∑
i,j,k

E[bcirc(Zijk)Tbcirc(Zijk)]

∥∥∥∥∥∥ ≤ 1

Wn2
.

Recalling n(1) ≥ log(d)/9, applying Proposition 5 with n :=
n1n2n3 that obviously satisfies n ≥ n3n(2) log(d)/9, U = 1,
σ2
Z = 1/(Wn(2)), d = (n1 + n2)n3, and t = log(d) implies

that

E
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∑
i,j,k

Zijk
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h
 ≤ (2ehc∗n3n(1) log(d)/W )h/2

Combining this inequality with (70), (71), and (72) implies
that(

E

[
sup

X∈K∗r,s

∣∣F̄Y (X )− E[F̄Y (X )]
∣∣h]) 1

h

≤ 4
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√
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)
.

(73)

Let h = log[(n1 + n2)n3] and plugging (73) into (69) show
that

P

(
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X∈K∗r,s

∣∣F̄Y (X )− E[F̄Y (X )]
∣∣ ≥ C0αLα

·(n3n(1) log(d)
√
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√
Wn3n(1) log(d))

)
is upper bounded by4

√
2(1 +

√
3)e

C0

log[(n1+n2)n3]

≤ 1

(n1 + n2)n3
,

provided C0 ≥ 4
√

2(1 +
√

3)e3/2, which completes the proof.

Armed with Proposition 5 and Lemma 6, we can bound the
square Hellinger error.

Lemma 7. Define the K-link function f = (f1, f2, · · · , fK),
where fl (l ∈ [K]) is given via (5). Let K∗r,s ⊂ Rn1×n2×n3 be
defined via (20) and K∗f :=

{
X = L + C : (L,C) ∈ K∗r,s

}
.

Assume that X ∈ K∗f and d = (n1 + n2)n3. Consider the
observations Y = [Y1, · · · ,YW ] generated as in (15) and
Lα defined as in (9). Let (L̂, Ĉ) be the solution to (21) and
X̂ = L̂ + Ĉ. Then with probability at least 1− 1/d, we have

d2
H(f(X̂ ), f(X ))

≤ 2C0αLα

(√
r log2(d)

n(2)W
+

s
√

log(d)

n(2)

√
Wn3n(1)

)
,

where C0 is an absolute constant and d = (n1 + n2)n3.

Proof. Note that for any tensor T ∈ Rn1×n2×n3 , we have

E[F̄Y (T )− F̄Y (X )]

= E[FY (T )− FY (X )]

= W
∑
i,j,k

K∑
l=1

(
fl(Xijk) log

(
fl(Tijk)

fl(Xijk)

))
= −n1n2n3WKL(f(X ), f(T )),

where the expectation is over Y . Therefore, it holds that for
any T ∈ K∗f ,

F̄Y (T )− F̄Y (X )

= E[F̄Y (T )− F̄Y (X )] + (F̄Y (T )− E[F̄Y (T )])

− (F̄Y (X )− E[F̄Y (X )])

≤ E[F̄Y (T )− F̄Y (X )] + 2 sup
T ∈K∗f

∣∣F̄Y (T )− E[L̄Y (T )]
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= −n1n2n3WKL(f(X ), f(T ))

+ 2 sup
T ∈K∗f

∣∣F̄Y (T )− E[F̄Ω,Y (T )]
∣∣ .

Since X̂ ∈ K∗f by assumption and F̄Y (X̂ ) ≥ F̄Y (X ), we
have

KL(f(X ), f(X̂ )) ≤ 2

n1n2n3W
sup

T ∈K∗f

∣∣F̄Y (T )− E[F̄Y (T )]
∣∣ .

Applying Lemma 6, with probability at least 1− 1/d, it holds
that

KL(f(X ), f(X̂ ))

≤ 2C0αLα

(√
r log2(d)

n(2)W
+

s
√

log(d)

n(2)

√
Wn3n(1)

)
.

Finally, using Lemma 5 completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 3. Define F̄Y (X ) := FY (X ) − FY (0).
The proof of Theorem 3 follows immediately from Lemma
7 combined with Lemma 5.

D. Proof of Theorem 4

Before starting the proof process, we need the following
Lemma 8 and Lemma 9 for preparation.

Lemma 8. Define Kf :=
{
X = L + C : (L,C) ∈ K∗r,s

}
. Let

γ ≤ 1 be such that r/γ2 is an integer, and suppose that r/γ2 ≤
n2. There exists a set S ∈ K∗f with

|S| ≥ exp

(
rn1n3 − rb rn2

c
16γ2

)
(74)
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satisfing the following properties:
(i). For all T ∈ S, |Tijk| = 0 or αγ, ∀(i, j, k) ∈ [n1] ×

[n2]× [n3].
(ii). For all T (l),T (m) ∈ S, l 6= m,

‖T (l) − T (m)‖2F ≥ α2γ2
(n1n2n2

2
− s
)
.

Proof. We also utilize a probabilistic argument for the proof
process. The set S will be constructed by drawing

|S| ≥ exp

(
rn1n3 − rb rn2

c
16γ2

)
tensors T independently from the following distribution. First,
define q := r/γ2 and consider a group of tensors that consists
of tensor of size n1 × q × n3, stacked from the left to the
right. We fix the locations of b sn2

c in each lateral slice and
set their values to be 0. The remaining qn1n3− qb sn2

c entries
of it are i.i.d. symmetric random variables taking values ±αγ
with equal probability. Then, the tensor T will be generated
by copying the first tensor of size n1×q×n3 as many times as
will fit. More specifically, for all i ∈ [n1], j ∈ {r+1, · · · , n2},
and k ∈ [n3],

Tijk = Tij′k, where j′ = j(mod r) + 1.

Therefore, T can be regarded as T = L + C, where
rankt(T ) ≤ q and ‖C‖0 ≤ s. Furthermore, rankt(T ) ≤ q
implies that

‖L‖~ ≤
√
q‖L‖F ≤

√
r/γ2

√
n1n2n3αγ = α

√
n1n2n3r,

and ‖C‖0 ≤ s combining with ‖C‖∞ ≤ αγ ≤ α indicates

‖C‖1 ≤ αs,

which leads to T ∈ K∗f . Thus we have shown that S ∈ K∗f . It
remains to verify that S also satisfies the property (ii), whose
proof follows a similar discussion to the proof process of
Lemma 3. We omit it here.

Lemma 9. Follow the definition of S in Lemma 8. Suppose
T ∈ S is generated uniformly at random and X := T +
N where N contains i.i.d. Gaussian entries with zero mean
and variance σ2. Then we have the following result about the
mutual information I(T ,X ):

I(T ,X ) ≤
n1n2n3 − n2b sn2

c
2

log

(
1 +

(αγ
σ

)2
)
.

Proof. Using essentially the same argument as in the proof of
Lemma 4 completes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 4. Choose ε such that

ε2 = min

{
1

16
, C2ασ

√
rn1n3 − rb sn2

c
W (n1n2n3 − n2b sn2

c)

}
, (75)

where the constant C2 > 0 will be determined later. Define γ
such that r/γ2 is an integer and

2
√

2ε

α
≤ γ ≤ 4ε

α
. (76)

This is possible since ε ≤ 1
4 and r, α ≥ 1. As in the proof

of Theorem 2, we will consider running such an algorithm on

a random tensor in the set S ⊂ K∗f defined in Lemma 8. Let
Yi = X + N i (∀i ∈ {1, · · · ,W}). Then we have

I(X ,Y ) ≤
W∑
i=1

I(X ,Yi)

≤
W (n1n2n3 − n2b sn2

c)
2

log

(
1 +

(αγ
σ

)2
)
,

(77)

where the last inequality follows from Lemma 9.
We now proceed by using the same argument as in the

proof of Theorem 2. Specifically, we suppose for the sake
of contradiction that there exists an algorithm to return an
estimate X̂ for any X ∈ S and corresponding measurements
Y , so that

‖X − X̂‖2F
n1n2n3

≤ ε2 (78)

holds with probability at least 1/4. As before, if we set

X ∗ := arg min
T ∈S

‖T − X̂‖2F ,

then we can show that (78) implies X ∗ = X . Thus if (78)
holds with probability at least 1/4, then

P(X ∗ 6= X ) ≤ 3

4
. (79)

However, by Fano’s inequality, the probability that X ∗ 6= X
is at least

P(X ∗ 6= X ) ≥ H(X|Y)− 1

log(|S|)
=
H(X )− I(X ,Y)− 1

log(|S|)

≥ 1− I(X ,Y) + 1

log(|S|)
Plugging in |S| from (74), I(X ,Y) from Lemma 9, and the
inequality log(1 + u) ≤ u, indicates that

P(X ∗ 6= X )

≥ 1− 16γ2

rn1n3 − rb sn2
c

(
n1n2n3 − n2b sn2

c
2

W
(αγ
σ

)2

+ 1

)
.

Combining this with (79) and the assumption (76), we obtain

1

4
≤ 256ε2

(rn1n3 − rb sn2
c)α2

·
(

8W (n1n2n3 − n2bs/n2c)
( ε
σ

)2

+ 1

)
.

We now argue, as before, that the result leads to a contra-
diction. Specifically, if 8W (n1n2n3 − n2bs/n2c)(ε/σ)2 ≤ 1,
then together with (75) this implies that

α2(rn1n3 − rb
s

n2
c) ≤ 128.

If we set C0 > 128 in the assumption (34), then this
would result in a contradiction. Thus, suppose now that
8W (n1n2n3 − n2bs/n2c)(ε/σ)2 > 1, in which case we have

ε2 >
ασ

128

√
rn1n3 − rb sn2

c
W (n1n2n3 − n2b sn2

c)
.
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Then, setting C2 ≤ 1
128 in (75) also leads to a contradiction,

and hence (78) must fail to hold with probability at least 3/4,
which finishes the proof.
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